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16 Abstract

e present Cc.tract has as Its primary objective the estimation of the potential benefit to be
derived by the various. users of the air-space through the implementation of Pilot Warning Instrument

(MWi) systems of various degreee of sophistication. It is anticipated that the effectiveness of
".ny PIT will dcpend strongly on the folloving: (a) the rate of alarms it generates, (b) the per-
centage cf t!ese alarms for which pilots detect corresponding targets, and (c) whether or not the

pilots consider these targets to be dangerous. It is proposed to mees,,-e the potential effectiveness
of varicus systems by exercising them through simulation vith pilots v).o are busy with workloads

aj;royritte to their mission.

T11 designing this sl--lator It has been necessary to consider the detutil of PV system performance
which It will be desirable to be able to simulate. The approach to thia requirement haa been, to
generate a set of preliminrary FWT performance specifications which cover the range from very simple
systems to thcue which approach Collidion Avoidance Systems in complexity. An attempt has been
ma.de to indlde all PI! systems which have been publicly described in sufficient detail to make an
er~tation of pz-for-mance possible. One purpose of the distribution of this report is to solicit
c~ents fr'm Induetry concernlng the adequacy of coverage of these performance specificat ions.

It the simulation the threat environment will consist of' both visible and invisible targets selected
to reflect a certsin density and distribution of traffic with respect to heading end airspeed. Each
VWI can be characterized by ar alarm volume consistent with Its performance specifications; this
alarm volume may be a statistical quantity. As the simulation proceeds targets approach and recede
froim the alrcr&ft being "flovn" in the simulator. A computer compares the position, range rate,
and bearing rate of each target with the alarm volume and determines whether an alarm ahould be
generated or not; if an alarm is generated the computer supplies signals for the activation nf an
appropriate display. ThE de*ails of these calculations are given in two reports included as Appen-
d:cos to this volume; the titles are- "Threat Logic and Alarm Rates in NI and CAS Equipment.,
Part I and Pr.rt IT".
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PREFACE

The progress in the study of Pilot Warning !nstruments (P1I) on
Contract No. DOT-FA-70WA-2263 has been published In three separate
reports, This report combines the three reports for ready reference

In the following order:

I. Prelimlnary PWI Specifications, December 1971 by J. F. Lyons.

II. Threat Logic and Alarm Rates In PWI and CAS Equipment, Part I,
December 1970 by V. Mangulls and W. Graham.

III. Threat Logic and Alarm Rates In PWI and CAS Equipment, Pert I1,
May I, 1971 by V, Mangulls and We Graham.

Original pagination of the reports has been retained.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
Under FAA Contract Number DOT FA7OWA-2 263, Control

Data Corporation is currently studying the PWI problem with

the objectives of developing a family of definitive PWI per-.

formance specifications, and assessing the effectiveness of

each hypothetical PWI in a range of threat environments.

Underlying these program objectives are the recently published

results of Graham and Orr* which Indicate that the failure of
the "see and avoid" doctrine can be attributed almost solely

to the failure to see. Consistent with this result, the in-

troduction of a PWI to assist the pilot in "seeing" could

lead to an order of magnitude reduction in the probability of

miad-air collisions, Here, we use PWI according to the accepted

definition, which excludes the computation$ indications and comn-

manad of avoidance maneuvers.

The planned programu for the specification and assess-

muent of a family of PWI's has been sub-divided into four major
tasks; (a) development of PWI specifications for simulation and
industry reviews Wb extensive siaulation experiment3, (c) def.
inition of traffic models and threat environments$ and (d) an
eitensive program for the preparation, distribution, collection,ý
and analysis of pilot and tower (personnel) questionnaires.

MTION6L4E' M3END GENERATIOI OF PWX SPiCIFICATIONS

We have made a privary classification of PWX systems

in accordance with derived datao, ioe,, the measured (or comuni-

O*~. Graham and go H,. Orr "Separation of Air Traffic by Visual
Mecan$: AA tstimatt Of the Effectiveness of the See-and-Avoid.
Doctrine,* Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol* 58, No* 3, Narch, 197.0.

*OPilat Watzinsg lntruzentv



cated) relative positional data which a PWI system provides at

its output, prior to display, Secondary classifications are

based upon: (a) the spatial coverage provided in each aircraft

of a PWI pair, (b) the wavelength at which the PWI is designed

to operate, and (c) major system and equipment performance fea-
tures. Operating wavelengths assume considerable importance

when one considers the effects of wavelength on propagation and
background noise. In a like manner, one cannot properly assess

"the effectiveness of a hypothetical PWI without defining specific

design features such as sampling rates, false alarm rates and the

capacity to resolve multiple targets.

Within each of these four broad classifications there

are sub-classifications and a range of parameter values. Clearly,
there are practical constraints that limit the scope of the sim-

ulation to but a small fraction of the possible combinations.

In this document, we present the rationale for the selection of

particular parameter values, and for the elimination of those

combinations which are of aecondary interest.

Several factors have influenced the form and content

of these preliminary PWI specifications and these should be kept

in mind. First, we have atte.mDpted to represent the probable func-

tional performance of PWI systems based on various proposed princi-

plea but we have not attempted to faithfully represent any partic-

ular M system proposed by a particular manufacturer. Second,

we have been optimistic about the characteristics and tolerances

"of hardware components on the assuimptton that the market for a

successful PWI system will warrant the required development. Third,
we have assumed that suitable displays will be provided for each

system to be tested by simulation. Fourth, we are trying to assess

only the benefit to be derived by implementing various Pi systems;

we are not concerned here with the cost of these systems and the
b •subsequent cost/benefit analysis.

-3-
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In Section II, we present and discuss the parameters

and parameter values which have been considered in the classi-
fication and specification of PWI systems. In Section III,
preliminary specifications are presented for hypothetical PWI
systems in terms of the parameters and parameter values pre-
sented in Section II. Section IV presents a brief discussion
of the planned design of the simulation experiments, with some
elaboration on propagation losses, background noise, and prob-
abilities of detection as a function of range, altitude, and
the environment.

i'



SECTION II

PWI SYSTEMS: PERFORMANCE PARAMETE,•S, PARAMETER VALUES, AND

CLASSIFICATION

2.1 GENERAL

Tables 1 through 4 present the performance parameters
I which are being employed in the classification of hypothetical

PWI systems. A primary classification of PWI systems is based
on derived data; i.e., the positional and rate of ehange of position data

which are derived by the system and made available as an output
for display. Table 1 lists the derived data parameters being
considered and the selection of parameter values for simulationI experiments. Secondary 9W! system classifications are based on
spatial antenna coverage, operating wavelength, and system Pad
hardware design characteristics; the selected parameters ant

parameter values for these secondary classifications are prt.-
sented in Tables 2 through 4, respectively.

The following paragraphs present the rationale fQ:-

the selection of particular parameters and parameter values.
In Section III we indicate the parameters and parameter valuesA: which we have selected for preliminary PWT specifications,
Section XV presents background data on the simulation experi-.
ments, detection characteristics, and propagation losses.

I 2.2 _RLED DAT
Consistent with Table I1 the parameters employed in

this pruimary classification are range, range-rate, bearing,

bearing-rate, altitude difference and elevation angle. Rrnge-

- rate and bearing-rate have been tncluded to allow for additional
filtering of output data based on hazard evaluation.

2.2.1 Range Data
Every PWI syskem derives range data in the sense that

there is a characteristic probability of detection which approaches

unity at some close range and approaches zero at some more distant
range. Many important PWI systems depend upon this detection pro-

1 -,
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cess for range discrimination and, in the usual sense, makce no
range measurement. In Table 1, this case has been indicated
by a probability of detection (PIDET) function versus range MR.

Wh'bie the simple probability of detection function
can be likened to coarse and statistical range-gating, there
are syst-ems in whicb precise range-gating is achieved by set-
ting limits on the round-trip propagation time. In practical
aystema, the difference in performance could be dramatic.
Whereas substantial changes in received signal levels (due to
antenna nulls, e.g. )would have little or no effect on the pre-
cise range-cjate, the range corresponding to a given probrsbility
of detection in the crude system could-change three-to-otie for
a ten-to-one change in signal level. Table 1 indicates the pre-

NP cise range-gate as another type of range data derivation,

In systems which measure range, we specify the VW1 in
terms of mieasurement accuracy. F~our range accuracies h~ave s~een
selected for the simulation expez-iments.* The poo~rest accuracy,
one mile, is probably of limited value. At the opposite extremet
-an accuracy of 40 feet probably exceeds the maxcimum useful dis-
play accuracy, as well as the pilots abil.iAty to visually esti-
miate range, Between these extremes range accuracies of 1000
feet and 200 feet have been selected.

2.2.2 Range-Pate Data

In the usual PWI concept, range-rate is seldom selected
for mea'surement or calculation. It has beeni included here because
it is of interest to determine the change in PWI effectiveness

"t-.,
with this additional filtering of targets. Three measurement ac-

W claracies have been selected as representative of too poor, typical
and practical, and better than useful.

2.2.3 Bearing Data

In Table 1-we have made a distinction between sector and
continuous bearing measurements. In the former case, one employs
amultiplicity of detection channels, each having a fixed field-

of-view with respoct to the airframe. In the'latter case, one

*Of course, range may not be displayed at eIll, though measured.

-7-



employs a rotating directional anftepna or a multiplicity of

non-directional antennas. Relative :)base measurements suffice

to extract bearing information wJith a plurality of antennasa

Sector widths of 90, 30, and 10 degrees have been

selected for simulation experiments. With 360 degrees of

azimuthal coverage, the corresponding number of sectors is 4,

12, a~nd 36, respectively.- We believe this range of sector

widths is representative of practical and economical :X4I sys-

temn d.'sicns,

Tn the case of continuous bearing measurernentaij a

range of accir.racies from 30 deg:rees to 1 degree have been se-

lected. - We have specified the bearing resolution*to be equal

to the me.3sur,-ment accut.:acy. This is one of the many compro-

mitses that must be mac'r. to limit the scope of the simulation

expariznents. We fully recognize that most system designs
ac'tIeve bearing meaqvrement accuracies whtch exceed the bear-

iiu'ý. olution by an increasing margin with increasing signal-

to-noise ratio: or, in contrast, that some system designs achieve
bearing resolutions exceeding bearing measurement accuracies

through the expoitation of time and frequency multiplexing.

2.2.4 Bearing-Rate-Data

As indicated in Table It we have selected, for simula-

tion, bearing-rate measurement accuracies of 2, 0.5, and 0.1 de-

grees/second. The poorest accuracy is of little value in hazard

4 discrim.'nation, whereas the best selected accuracy probably ex-

ceeds that which can be practically and economically achieved.

2.2.5 Altitude Difference Data

The determination by the FWI of altitude difference, based
-- on-barometric data, has been specified by the width of the altitude

filter used in the .PWI. The width of the filter must make allow-
ances for inaccuracies in the altimeters and in the telemetering of
the data.

2.2.6 Elevation Angle Data

Elevation angle meacurements have been specified, as

_V~ mal esjtdifference inbearing angle between two targets at
which they can be resolved.

8-



with bearing angle measurements, according to type and accuracy.

The discussion under bearing angle measurements also applies here.

A special case with elevation angle measurements is the simple

determination of above, below, or same altitude. This case arises

from tht use of separate topside and bottomside antennas, where

near-equal signal strengths indicate the same altitude.

4 2.3 GROSS SPATIAL ANTENAJLENS COVERAGE
The gross spatial coverage of the antenna/lens design

is -v important secondary aspect of PWI systems that we have se-
I lected as a classification parameter. The infinity of possibil-

ities make this a particularly difficult area. For the purpose

* of simulation we will restrict our consideration to the 9 gross
coverages indicated for both aircraft in Table 2. We believe
this selection is sufficient to assess the sensitivity of PWX

effectiveness to gross spatial coverage.

In Table 2, the indicated fields-of-view apply to the

nominal beanwidth (3 db). An amplitude response typical of aiten-

Sao at the particular operating wavelength will be assumed

outside the nominal beamwidtho Representative amplitude responses
miqht be gaussian, sin x/xt and cosine.

Fine-grain structure in antenna responses will be as-
sessed by selecting specific simulation runs and threat environ-

ments that illuminate potential problems for the particular hypo-

thetical system under evaluation.

2.4 OPERATING WAVELENGTH

All other specifications being equal, the operating

wavelength of a PWI system can markedly influence the effective-

ness of that system. Consequently, we have selected the opera-
ting wavelength as a secondary means of PWI system classification.

Propagation and background noise vary widely with wavelength and

both can have substantial effects on system performance. To as-
sess these effects on PWI performancet we have characterized

three significantly different regions of the spectrum; low micro-
wave frequencias in the vicinity of 1500 MHz, millimeter wave-

-9-
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lengths in the vicinity of 55 GHz, and IR in the vicinity of

0.9 Microns. Table 3 indicates the propagation and background

effects to be taken into account in the simulation experiments

in each case.

At low microwave frequencies, the propagation loss
is limited to a I/R 2 spreading loss, and background effects are

not significant. Furthermore, precipitation does not introduce
significant atmospheric attenuation, particularly with the rel-
atively short ranges of interest for PWI systems.

In the region of 55 GHz, propagation exhibits addi-
tional attenuation due to oxygen absorption and precipitation.

Except in the case of very heavy precipitation, the oxygen
absorption ia the predominate source of atmospheric attenuation.

Background effects in this frequency range are not sufficiently
significant to warrant simulation.{ In the JR region, the propaqation loss is a sensitive
function of the state of the atmosphere. Fortunately, the ef-
fects on visible propagation are similar to those at IR wave-
lengths and, knowing the visil lity, one can conveniently enti-4 mate the XR attenuationo At IR wavelengths, background noise
5is critically important. External background noise exceeds the

level of noise which is generated within IR systems and practi-.
cal. equipments exhibit performance which is a sensitive function

of background. Background noise variea widely as bright clouds,

Sblue sky, and the sun pass through the IR field-of-view."

2.5 SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Table 4 summarizes the parameters and parameter values

selected for a secondary classification of PWI systems according

to design characteristics. We have attempted to focus on those
characteristics which bear most heavily on PWI effectiveness.
One should recall that the complete range of parameter values

will not be simulated for every specified hypothetical PWI
system. Section III indicates the range of parameter values

As indicated in Table 3, the representation of background
noise in the simulation will be restricted to the saturation
effects in the vicinity of the sun.

S~-11I-
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that will be simulated for specified systems.

2.5.1 Tolerance in Power Budget
In the design of a typical system, one usually se-

lects a combination of component characteristics and specifi-
cations that yield some nominal operating range under a set
of nominal conditions. These conditions might include light
rain, an average antenna gain, and nominal trtnawitter power.
Deviations from the assuaged nominal conditions 1,e.g., geom-
etry corresponding to an antenna null) have the effect of in-
creasing or decreasing the detection range. In systems which
do not measure range# the possible wide variation in detection
range can significantly effect PWI effectiveness. This area
will be explored in the simulation through the introduction of
a power budget tolerance with the parameter values indicated

in Table 4.

In contrast to the nominal design approach, one often
designs a system to guarantee some minimum detection range under
so-caled "worst-case" conditions. With this approach, one is
specifying the lower limit of the tolerance in the power budget.
For the simulation experiments, this c~ase will be accomodated
by selecting a nominal range so that the guaranteed range corres-
ponds to the lower limit of the selected tolerance range.

2.5.2 Detection Range
In Table 4, we have selected nominal detection ranges

from one (1) to twenty (20) miles. Further we have allowed for
detection characteristics corresponding to single pulse detec-
tion and two-of-two detection* Here we are more concerned with
the real-time detection characteristics, from sample-to-sample,

than the cumulative probability of detection. Probability of

detection characteristics are presented in Section IV.

Table 4 indicates the false alarm intervals of inter-
est for the simulation experiments. At one extreme, there are
no false alarms: at the opposite extreme, the false alace inter-
val equals one second. Here., the false alarm interval applies

* three consecutive detections may be requized (certain IR systems)

14 -



to the average time interval between successive false alarms
in any resolution element of the display. With X resolution

elements in the display, the average time interval between
successive false alarms in the same resolution element would
be X times the value indicated in Table 4.

We anticipate that excessive false alarm rates will

substantially undermine pilot confidence and be manifest in

Spoor PWI ef-fectiveness.'

2.5.4 Sampling Intervals and Processing Delays

Sampling intervals and processing delays have been
selected as simulation paxameters because inadequacy in these
areas can lead to problems in multiple target resolution and

&_'i tracking. Both lead to a time lag between data derivation

and data display.

As an example of a problem that one might anticipate,
consider one aircraft passing tangentially to another aircraft
at a range of 3000 feet and with a relative velocity of 200

knots. In this case the peak instantaneous rate of change of
bearing would be about 6 degrees/second. Clearly, without spe-

cial logic, those systems with a sampling rate of 1/second, two-
of-two successive pulse decoders, and a bearing resolution of

f less than 3 degrees would have a problem. Furthermore, the

example is hardly an extreme case.

In the same example, excessive processing delay could
result in a display presentation that indicated target positions

which were several degrees in error.

With sector location schemes, the problems of this
nature that might arise are probably less severe, but there
are still problems in the vicinity of sector boundaries.

As one attempts to track targets which traverse re-
solution elements in less than the sampiing interval, there are

problems that arise with multiple target discrimination.

Nonetheless, it is comforting to recall that a slight increase
in threshold levels can increase false alarm intervals by orders
of magnitude with only a nominal decrease in operating range.

-15-



2.5.5 Multiple Target Discrimination

The ability to resolve and discriminate between

multiple targets will be specified according to one of four

possibilities: (a) no multiple target discrimination; (b) dis-

crimination between targets in different system resolution ele-

ments; (c) discrimination between targets in different resolu-

tion elements and among N targets in a common resolution ele-
ment; and (d) resolution of all multiple targets. Table 4
reflects this classification.

2.5.6 Angle Tracking Capability

Table 4 lists a range of angle tracking capabilities
that have been considered for the simulation experiments.

Earlier discussions indicated the significance of this perfor-
mance specification.

2.5.7 Operational Controls
For the purpose of the simulation experiments, we

have made provision for the inclusion of a range selection con-

trol and a threshold level setting control. A range selector
might be employed with proximity-warning systems which indicate

the intrusion of another aircraft into a protective volume (e.g.,

sphere or a sphere truncated by altitude difference); to be use-

ful, the range suet be aoeuratep such an cani be seasurat b~y
observation of round-trip propagation delay.

A threshold level set control would be employed to

reduce detection range in high traffic environments, or to re-

duce false alarms with increasing background noise levels, In
IR systems, the problems with background noise may demand such
a control until substantially brighter sources become available.

2,5.8 Other
Several footnotes to Table 4 indicate the reasoning

applicable to memory$ fruiting, mutual interference, multipath,
and antenna or lens stabilization.

-16



SECTION III

PRELIMINARY HYPOTHETICAL PWI SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 GENERAL
if •The pages of this section present preliminary spec-

ifications for seven hypothetical PWI systems. These specifica-
tions are preliminary in that they are subject to modification.
Also, the list of seven selected systems is subject to additions

and deletions.

We are hopeful that an industry review of these spec-
ifications will highlight the errors, shortcomings, and important

omissions. In the final selection of candidate PWI's for sim-
ulation, we will attempt to focus on the most important systems

within the limits of available simulation time.

2.2 SPECIFIC

The following pages present preliminary specifications,
for seven PWI systems. The rationale for the selection of par-
ticular parameters and parameter values was presented in Section

alI
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PRELZMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI I

A* BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PWI I detects all aircraft which intrude into a roughly
spherical protective volume centered on own aircraft. This sys-
team provides an output indication that one or more aircraft are
within this protective volume and whether it is above, below, or
at the same altitude. Range-qating to define this volume depends
solely upon a statistical probability of detection.

Ba PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA

(1) Range:

(a) Not measured

(b) PDET versus R

(2) Range-rate: ---.-. . . -.. none

(3) Bearing: ---------------.--.. -------------- none

(4) Bearing-rate: .
(5) Altitude difference: --------------------- none
(6) Elevation angle:--.-... --.----- above, below, or

same altitude
'(referred to air-
frame)

Ce SPATIAL COVERAGE

(1) Aircraft number 1:
• •:: • (a) Bear ing: .... -----........ 3600

(b) Elevation: ---- -

(2) Aircraft number 2:

(a) Bearing : ----- - 3600

(b) Elevation:-.- .. - -- 600

Do OPERATING WAVELENGTH
In the simulation experiments we will. examine the per-

formance of this system at al3 three wavelengths of interest.

(1) Microwave:
(a) Propagation:- -- -/a 2

,-B).ackground:- - I'NA



(2) Millimeter (55GHz):

(a) Propagation: ------.-.------- -- R2 -R+ , where oa
is a function of
altitude and pre-
cipitation

- (b) Background: -.--- .-..-- ..- NA

(3) IR:

(a) Propagation: -. ..- .. I/R2 +tX scint-
illation;c cis a
function of vis-
ibility, and scint-
illation will be
taken account of
in the power tol-
erance

(b) Background:- --.. .... . -to be disregarded
with this hypo-

thetical PWI

L. SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT tESIGN PARAMETERS

Simulation runs will be planned to examine the perfor-
mance of this system for the indicated range of parameter values.

(1) Tolerance in power budget:.---------- 5db and -10db

.10db and -20db
(2) Detection range:

(a) Range Rog, for PDET equal 0,99----..l0, 4, and 2 miles
p 3(b) Decoding logic: ------------------- DET PD:T with TR

(3) False alarm intec'val:- . ...----- infinite
(4) Sampling intervals and processing delays:

(a) Sampling interval:n............l second
(b) Processing delay: -..--...----none

(5) Multiple target discrimination:---t.... none

(6) Angle tracking capability: - .----------- _NA
(7) Operational controlst ---- Sensitivity con-

"trol with IR
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI II

<A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PWI II detects all aircraft which intrude into a pre-

cisely defined spherical protective volume centered on own air-

craft. This system indicates the presence of an intruder with-

in a selected range and further indicates whether the intruder

is above, below, or at the saiae altitude. Range-gating is based
upon an observation of round-trip propagation time, and the bys-
tem does not indicate multiple targets. The system specification

is idealistic in the sense that performance is guaranteed through-
out the full range of tolerance levels.

B. PRIM!ARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA

(1) Range:
(a) Precise range-gate

(b) R'-Ro; PDET = 1 &nd R>Ro; POET 0

(2) Ranqe-rate: --------------........ ... none

(4) Bear ing-r ate: ----...........- none

(5) Altitude difference-- --- none
(6) Elevation angle: ----------- above, below, or

same altitude
(referred to air-
frame)

C. SPATIAL COVERAGE

M() Aircraft number I:
:= . ' (a) •~~~earing:- .. ....- 30

(b) Elevation:..-

(2) Aircraft number 2;

(a) Bearing -- - -........ 3600

(b) elevation: - .~

De (')ERATING WIAVELENGTH
With the system as specified, the differences in prop-

agation and background noise will have no effects on PWI perfor-
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raance, Corssequi-itly,. to the *actent that it is practical to

meet the indicated specificlations, the resultA of the simula-

tion are applicable to all wavelengthet.

E, SYSTEM AND EQUIPMEN"r DESIGN PARAMETER~S

Simulation runs will be planned to examine the per-
formance of this sy'stem for the indicated- range, of parameter

values.

(1) Tolerance in power budget:-----------NA

(2) Detection range: ------------------- selected by
operator

(3) False alarm interval: --------------------infinite

(4) Saovpling intervals and processing delay:

kai Sampling interval: ------------------1 second

(b) Processing delay: -------------------none

(-5) Multiple target discrimination: ----------none

(6) Angle tracking capability: ---------------NA

(7) operational controls:

(a) Range selector:----------------------------1,f 2, 3, miles

-21-



PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI III

A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PWI III detects all aircraft which intrude into a pre-
cisely-defined spherical volume which is centered on own aircraft
and truncated in altitude.. This system indicates the presence of
intruders which are within both altitude and range proximity* A
range selector is provided and range-gating is beied upon an obser-
vation of round-trip propagation time. The system does not indi-
cate multiple targets.

This system is similar to PWI II; it differs from PWI
IT only in that altitude filtering has been added. As in the case
of PWI II, the system specification is idealistic in the sense that
performance is guaranteed throughout the full range of tolerance
levels.

B. PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA

(1) Range:
(a) Precise range-gate

(b) RS Ro; PDET = 1 and R>Ro; PDET 0
(2) Range-rate: ---------------------------- none
(3) Bearing:-------- ---------------------- none
(4) Bearing-rate: ---------------------------- none
(5) Altitude difference: ----------------------- 1000 feetS500 feet

(6) Elevation angle: ----------------------- none

C, SPATIAL COVERAGE
(1) Aircraft number 1:

(a) Bearing: -------------------------- 3600
(b) Elevation: --------------- 600

(2) Aircraft number 2:

(a) Bearing: ------------------------ 3600
(b) Elevation: -------------------------- 600
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Do OPERATING WAVELENGTH

With the system as specified, the differences in
propagation and background noise will have no effects on PWI
performance. Consequently, the results of the simulation are
applicable to all wavelengths, to the extent that it is practical
to meet the indicated specifications.

E, SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS

Simulation runs will be planned to examine the per-
formance of this system for the indicated range of parameter
values.

(1) Tolerance in power budget:-...........NA
(2) Detection range .--------------------- selected by

operator
(3) False alarm interval: --------------- infinite
(4) Sampling intervals and processing delay:

(a) Sampling interval: :--------. 1 second
(b) Processing delay:------------------ none

(5) Multiple target discrimination: ---------none
(6) Angle tracking capability: -------------- NA
(7) Operational controls:

(a) Range selector: ----------.----- , 2, 3 miles
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI IV

A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PWI IV detects all aircraft which intrude into a

roughly spherical volume centered on own aircraft. Range-

gating to define this volume depends solely upon a statistical
probability of detection. In addition to the detection and

indication of intruders, this system measures bearing and re-
solves multiple targets not in the same bearing resolution

element. Neither altitude difference nor elevation angle are

measured; the system does, however, indicate above, below, or
the same altitude.

B. PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA

(1) Range:

(a) Not measured

(b) PDET versus R

(2) Range-rate: -----. -----.. ....----- none
(3) Bearing:

(a) Sectors: ------------------------- 900,300, and 100
(b) Resolution and Accuracy: ------------5 and 20

(4) Bearing rate: --------------- none

(5) Altitude differencei -------------------- none

(6) Elevation angle:------------.......above, below, or
same altitude
(referred to air-
frame)

C. SPATIAL COVERAGE

(1) Aircraft number 1:
(a) Bearing: .-.----------- 3600 and 1800

(b) Elevation:----.. ---- 130 0 and l100 for IR

(2) Aircraft number 2:
(a) Bearing:: ----------- 3600
(b) Elevation: . ... .... 30
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D. OPERATING WAVELENGTH
In the simulation. experiments we will examine the

performance of this system at all three wavelengths of inter-
est.

(1) Microwave:
(a) Propagation:----------------------- ./R 2

(b) Background:. ------------. NA
(2) Millimeter (55GHz):

(a) Propagation: ---.------------ 1/R 2 +0e, where

o is a function
of altitude and
precipitation

(b) Background: ------------------------ NA

(3) IR:
(a) Propagation: --------------- -1/R 2 +a(+ scint-

illation;cis a
function of visi-
bility, and scint-
illation will be
taken account of4 in the power toler-
ance

(b) Background: --...- ------------------- a function of bright-
ness; to be measuredin field-of-view

E. SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Simulation runs will be planned to examine the perfor-

mance of this system for the indicated range of parameter values.
(1) Tolerance in power budget: -.- +---------5db and -10db

+10db and -20db
(2) Detection range:

(a) Range, R., for PDET equal 0.99: ----- 50392, and 1 miles
(b) Decoding logic: -------------------..... PT; . for IR

(3) False alarm interval: -------------------- infinite, 2 minutes
(4) Sampling intervals and processing delays:

(a) Sampling intervals ---...----....- 0.3, 1.0, and 3,0
seconds

(b) Processing delay: -----.....------- none
(5) Multiple target discrimination: ....------ one per bearing

resolution element
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()Angle tracking capability:------ ,- --- none, and 30 per
second

(7) Operational controls:--------- .....---------none, except for
threshold level
setting with IR
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI V

A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PWI V detects all aircraft which intrude into a re-
gion of range and altitude proximity. Range-gating depends

upon a statistical probability of detection and altitude data.
This system measures and indicates the relative bearing of in-
truder aircraft, and resolves multiple aircraft not in the same
bearing resolution element. This system is identical to PWI IV
except that the indication of above/below/same altitude is re-

placed by precise altitude filtering.

B. PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA
(1) Range:

(a) Not measured

(b) PDET versus R
(2) Range-rate: -------------------------- none

(3) Bearing:
(a) Sectors: .--------------- 900, 30, 100

(b) Resolution and accuracy: --------- 5 and 20

(4)" Bearing-rate: ------------------------- none

(5) Altitude difference:--. ..---------- +1000 feet
±500 feet

(6) Elevation angle: -----.-.------ -none

C. SPATIAL COVERAGE

(1) Aircraft number 1:

(a) Bearing: .............--------.. 3600 and. 1800

(b) Elevation: --.. ....... 300 and +100
(2) Aircraft number 2:

(a) Bearing:-- ---.. ...... 3600
(b) Elevation: . •300

D. OPERATING WAVELENGTH
In the simulation experiments we will examine the per-

formance of this system at all three wavelengths of interest.
(1) Microwave:
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(a) Propagation:.---------- ---- 1l/R 2

(b) Background:-----....---------NA
(2) Millimeter (55GHz):

(a) Propagation:--ý--------------- - 1R2 +o, whereo<
is a function of
altitude and pre-
cipitation

(b) Background:~ - ----- NA

(3) IR:

(a) Propagation:~. ---- -- / 2 + e. scintil-
lation;o( is a func-
tion of visibility
and scintillation
will be taken ac-
count of in the
Power tolerance

(b) Background:,--------- ----- ----- a function of bright-
ness; to be restrict-
ed to sun saturation

E. SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Simulation runs will be planned to examine the perfor-

mance of this system for the indicated range of parameter values.
(1) Tolerance in power budget:- --------- -+- 5db and -10db

+10db and -20db
(2) Detection range:

(a) Range, Rog for PDET equal 0.99: ---- 51 3, 2, and 1 miles
b)Deodnglogc:------------- 2 ; 3 ol(b) ecoinglogc: ---------------P DT; DET frI

(3) False alarm inevl- ---- ifntg 2 minutes
(4) Sampling intervals and processing delays:

(a) Sampling intervals:----------- 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0
seconds

b Processing delay: -----~----------- none
(5) Multiple target discrimination: ------... one per bearing re-

solution element
(6) Angle tracking capability: --- ~---------none, and 30/seeond
(7) Operati,~ onrl; -- Sensitivity control

for ZR
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI VI

A, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PWI VI detects all aircraft which intrude into a

region of range and altitude proximity. Precise range-gating,
based upon an observation or propagation time, and precise al-
titude filtering, based upon an exchange of barometric altitude

data, are provided., This system measures and indicates the re-
lative bearing of. intruder aircrafts and it resolves multiple

targets not in .the same bearing resolution element. This sys-

tem is identical to PWI V except that the range-gating is pre-

cise rather than statistical.

B* PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA

(1) Range:
(a) Precise range-gate

(b) R R0; PDET 1 and R>Ro; PDET 0

(2) Range-rate:--- ---- none

(3) Bearing:
(a) Sectors: ---.-------.......... 300 and 100

(b) Resolution and Accuracy: ----------. 5 and 20

(4) Bearing-rate: ----------------- none

(5) Altitude difference: ---... ------- ---- +1000 feet
± 500 feet
+ 250 feet

(6) Elevation angle:- ... ..---------. none

C. SPATIAL COVERAGE

(1) Aircraft number 1:
(a) Bearing: ...........- ..----.-- .360 0 and 1800

0 0
(b) Elevation:a----.---- -------. 300 and +10

(2) Aircraft number 2:

(a) Bearing,: .--- ammam..........a.-...360o

(b) Elevation: .- -
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D. OPERATING WAVELENGTH
In the simulation, experiments we will examine the

performance of this system at microwave and millimeter wave-
lengths*. The specification of precise range-gating makes IR
approaches unlikely except for lasers which are considered as
a special-case.

Propagation losses will not influence the results
of simulation runs with the PWI and, accordingly, they will
not be simulated. In contrast, although background effects
will not be simulated, the saturation effect of the sun would
influence the results at IR,

E* SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS

Simulation experiments will be planned to examine
the performance of this system for the indicated range of para-

meter values.

(1) Tolerance in power budget: -- .... 5db and -10db
SlOdb and -20db

(2) Detection range:--- ----.- selected by
operator

(3) False alarm interval: ------. infinite, 2 min-
utes

(4) Sampling intervals and processing delays:
(a) Sampling intervals: --. -- 0.,t 1.0, and

3.0 seconds
(b) Processing delay: ------ - none

(5) Multiple target discrimination:-----.--one per bearing
resolution ele-
ment

(6) Angle tracking capability:- ------.-- nones and 3 0 /sec-
ond

(7) Operating controls: ------ Range Selector:
1, 2, 3. 4, and
5 miles

-30-
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI VII

4A. BRIE DESCRIPTION
PWI VII detects all aircraft which intrude into a

region of' range proximity. This system mezaures and indicates
the relative bearing and relative elevation and it resolves
multiple targets which are not within a common bearing/elevation
resolution element. The range and relative bearing measurements

are sufficiently precise to permit derivation of range and bearing
R rates which can be used to reduce the number of alarms on non-

threatening targets.

B. PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA
(1) Range:

(a) Precise range-gate
(6) RSRo: PDET 1 1 and R-Ro: PDET 0

(2) Range-rate: --------------------------- 2C feet per second
200 feet per second

(3) Bearing:
(a) Sectos ---------------- s------------300 nd 10'•: ~(a) Sectors .............. 3°and t'

(b) Resolution and Accuracy --.---.--- 50 and 2t)

(4) Searing-rate ------.--------..... ...... . 1 and 3o per sac.
(5) Altitude difference -------------------- none

(6) Elevation angle ............ . . above, below, or
same altitude
(referred to air-

C. SPATMA COVERMGH
(1) Aircraft number 1:

(a) Bearing. -- ............. - ---- s- 3600 told 1300
(b) Elevation ..........-- ...----- .300 and ± 100

(Z) Aircraft number 2:
(a) Be-ri4-- ------------ - a... - ..- 3600
(b) Elevation ...................... ---- 300

In the simulation experiments we wll examine the per-
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formance of this system in the IR spectral region,
(a) Propagation -------------------- /R2 + co + scin-

tillation; at is
a function oi vis-
ibility, and scin-
tille~tion will be
taken account of in
the power tolerance

(b) Background - -- -- -------- - ------- due to direct sun
and sun illuminated
clouds

E. SYSTEM AN~D EMiJPHIT DESIGN PARANETERS
Simulation ruLs will be Ilumed to examine the per for-

mance of this system for the indicated range of parameter values.
(1) Tolerance in power budget; ----- + 5 db and -30 db

+10 db and -20 db
(2) Detection range: ------------------ selected by operator:

1, 2 or 3 miles
(3) False alarm interval: ------- infinite, one hour
(4) Sampling interval ------------------- ~ 3 seconds

Processing delay ----------------------- none
(5) Multiple target discrimin..ation:-,. one per bearing

resolution element
(6) Angle tracking capabiaity30 per second

(7) operating controls: -------------- range selector- 1, 2
and 3 miles
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL PWI VIII

0A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PWI VIII detects all aircraft which intrude into a

region of range and altitude proximity. Precise range-gating,
based upon an observation of propagation time, and precise al-1* ~ titude filtering, based upon an exchange of barometric altitude
data, are provided. This system measures the range-rate. it

F does not measure relative beairing. Signals from multiple~ tar-
gets are assumed to be time ordered and resolvable.

vB. PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO DERIVED DATA
(1)Range:
(a) Precise range-gate
(b) R R P =1 and RR p =0 DET 1 Ro DET

(2) Range-rate: ------------------------ 20 feet per sec.
200 feet per sec.

(3) Bearing: --------------------------- none

(4) Bearing-rate ------------------ none

(5) Altitude difference: --------- 1 1000 ft.
t500 ft,
±250 ft.

(6) Elevatian angle: - ---- -------- ~- none
C. SPATIAL COVERAGE

(1) Aircraft riumber 1:
(a) Bearing: -------------------- 3600 and 180*

(b) Elevation: ----------------------- o*
(2) Aircraft nuraber 2:

(Patme as aircraft number 1)
D . OPWRAUNG JAUEEOCT14

In the- simulation experiments the operation of this
systear vii II be examined in the microwavie band, assuning that,

atczxpboric attenuation is negligible. gx!;r te;is

(2)- -etectioft ramge: --------- slected by oerao



() False alarm interval: ---------infinite, one hour
I(4) Sampling interval: ---------- 3 seconds

Processing de-lay: -------- none
(5) Multiple target discrimination- - any number

(6) peraingcontol. ------------ range selector:( 6) p e r a i ng o n t r l s: 9i , f a n d 3 m i l e s
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Abstract

Alarm and maneuver rates in a model terminal area and the

-. average time in an alarm oantitiin are calculated for an

arriving air carrier flight which is protected by CAS or

various PWI equipments, It is assumed that all VR aircraft

have at least the minimal equipment required to enable the air

carrier CAB or PWI to function, and that the VFR aircraft have

random headings. Only-the two-dimensional problem is considered,

which means that altitude information is assumed to be exchanged

between aircraft, Three different hypothetical PWI devices

are considered, such that either a) range only, b) range and

bearing, or c) range, range rate, and bearing are available to

filter the threat and warn the pilot. The alarm and maneuver

rates for the PWI eauipment are compared with the alarm rate.

for the ATA CAS. The average percentage of time that an

arriving air carrier is in a "no turn" CAS alarm condition

due to proximity of VFR aircraft, and the expected number of

maneuvers due to conflicts with VFR aircraft are calculated

as a function of terminal traffic density.
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Glossary

a i maximum lateral acceleration of aircraft.

AO i air carrier

ATA i Air Transport Association of America

CAS I collision avoidance system

3 t elliptic integral

GA s general aviation

K t total number of maneuvers during a flight of fixed

duration in the terminal area.

M s total number of alarms during a flight of fixed

duration in the terminal area.

N0 1  a number of alarms per hour for the CAS •fz-one threat logic.

it a I" " " " " OAS• '.-bone02
I "" PWI-3

6 a ,e ,o S, ,, o, o, , PW1-6 SI

P6
1 11 of 0 t -8It i

,n t density of intruders with a particular velocity

magnitude, in number of aircraft per square nautical
r~ii tile.

Sno total density of intruders, all speeds,

Pit i pilot warning instrument.

PWI-3 s III which uses range data only.

P11-6 a PWI which uses range and bearing data#

PWI-8 a PWI which uses range, range rate, and bearing data.

R i range from protected airoraft to the intruder.

R 1 range rate, dR/dt

40
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Ra range parameter used in the PWI-8 threat logic*

R* "Z "C '-zone threat logic.

R tASor -zone

R t to ofi PWI-7 threat logic.

R2  of it If PWI-6 of I

3 half-width of the OAS 'ti-sone normal to the relative4 velocity vector*{ T aminimum warning time needed in a PWI system.

TD average duration of an alarwe

VT aaverage warning tim~e.

to total time spent by an AC aircraft in the terminal

area*

U I minimum speed of the protected aircraft.

vr t relative velocity.

vr a average relative vel~oitys

V0  maximum aircraft speed.I v1  AC aircruft velocity,

v 2  i GA aircraft velocity.

o relat4ve head'inet see Figure 2.

itime parcametsr used in the CAS% z-zone threat logic,

I ~ ' *~OAS ot -zone
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present Contract has as its primary objective the

estimation of the potential benefit to be derived by the

various users of the air-space through the implementation

of PWI systems of various degrees of sophistication. It is

anticipated that the effectiveness of any PW1 will depend strongly

on a) the rate of alarms it generates, b) whether or not the

pilot can detect the targets which cause the alarms, and

r •:•, c) whether or not the pilot considers the targets dangerous()

It is proposed to measure the effectiveness of various systems

"by exercising them through simulation with pilots who are busy

. with work loads appropriate to their mission. This report re-

lates alarm rates to traffic density for a foew of the more

sophisticated types of P1I systems that are planned to be

Siimulated. The most sophisticated of these PWI systems measures

the same quantities as the ATA CAS~l)(2 )so the alarm rates

for the CAS are given for comparison. The analysis is similar

to t,,A," published by Holt but has the following difference&

and extensionst relative bearing of targets is aseused to be

available in some FI systems, a specific distribution of aircraft

speed and relative heading is assumed over which the encounter

rate is integrated, and the longitudinal component of acceleration

of both aircraft is assumed to be zero in the wasimum closing

speed encounter* i.e., neither aircraft can go faster.

*References appear on p. 31 .
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In comparing GAS with PM certain differences should be

borne in mind: 1) the CAS provides virtually perfect protection

between equipped aircraft in principle and can function at any

closing speed; 2) all PWI depend on the pilot(s) to see and

avoid impending collisions and the ability of pilots to avoid

is less than perfect and gets worse with increasing closing speed4

.) an alarm in a PWI, ideally, merely calls the attention of the

pilot to a target which he would see anyway if he were looking;

he maneuvers only when he considers the situation hazardous;

but in the OAS every alarm is a command to maneuver.,

As a practical matter interest in PM systems persists,

even though the potential protection achieved will be less

than that offered by CAS, because of the prospect of building

systems at lower coat and thereby achieving wider implementation

and gresater actual protection, Thus OAS will probably be used

primarily to back up the protection afforded IF1/APR flights

by the A1C system, PWI devices will probably be used to help

pilots separate IFRPJ1%t and Vl/lPf traffic, Because of the

4iffernoe in typical closing speeds, traffic densities and

acceptable coat, It is anticipated that the PC1 installation

deaIgned to protect IPH from VMI traffic will differ from that

used to protect VFR from other VFR aircraft. The present report

,cosidere only sophisticated P11I systems and these only from

the point of view of the IIY user. A subsequent report will

So last report in this volume*
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cover these systems from the point of view of the VFR user,

and will consider less sophisticated PWI systems.

The alarm rates in both CAS and PWI depend on the warning

time provided. In the case of the ATA CAS which utilizes vertical
(7)

maneuvers the time required (25 seconds) is well documented.

The warning time in practical PWI systems will probably turn

out to be a compromise between excessive alarm rates and

inadequate detection and maneuvering time, the details depending

on the system. The assumption made in this report is that

each PWI system provides a minimum warning time of 15 seconds

for the worst case of two aircraft at the maximum legal term-

inal area speed (250kn IAS, 291kn TAS) with each allowed to have

a maximum lateral acceleration of one-half g. This choice of

warning time leaves little time in the worst case for the pilot

to detect the target and determine if a maneuver is necessary,

but it still may be a reasonable value to use because the pilot's

ability to detect and evaluate threats beyond the ranges

corresponding to these speeds and warning time is probably rather

limited.

The choice-of a fixed minimum warning time under the worst

condition for the various WI systems analyzed in this report

leads to different typical warning times for these systems. A

*! more sophisticated PWI system which measures range rate can

permit a target to &pproach closer in general than a system

- which measures range only since the latter must assume the range

44
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rate is the highest possible. As a result the less sophisticated

systems will have a higher &verage warning time (since in

general the range rate ia not the saximum possible) which is

an advantage which should be balanced against the lower alarm

rate of the wore sophisticated mystea.

In this report the protected aircraft is assumed to be

located in a iwadam listributi: i. of other aircraft with a uni-

form density and random headinge in the horizontal plane. For

simplicity we consider two dimensional encounters only; in effect

this means that altitude data are exchanged or obtained by some

other means, and the system considers threats in some co-altitude

band only. In this report the effective width of this band is

assumed to be -t 800 feet, biased as necessary for high rates of

climb or descent.

The threat logics for the various systems are described in

Section II, and also in Appendices A and B. The traffic model--

air carrier and general aviation velocity distributions in a

typical terminal area -- is detailed in Section III The alarm

and maneuver rates and the expected time in an alarm condition

for this traffic model are obtained in Section III the aath-

ematical evaluation of alarm rates is described in Appendices

A and B. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.
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II. THS THRALT LOGIC

The GAS and PlI equipment measure some properties of the

intruder (such a& range, range ratep or bearinr) as specified

below, and on the basis of thio information classify the intruder

as a hasard or not a hazard. The olassification process is

perforuad by the threat evaluation logic of the system, as

desaoribed below. The boundaieu ofi the alarm regions are shown

I in Pigure 1.

A. Collision Avoidance System (GAS).

The threat logic is the one proposed by ATA( 1 )with paameters

an modified by the McDonnell Douglu Corporation(2), The system
masurxes the rýsnge R and the ra•.• r to~ Do The threats are of

i~i wO typee8 a) those which cross the v -tons boundaryl the threat

log10 output then aoomand the pilot to roll out, if in a turn,

and to prepare to climb or divoe 4) those which cross the 1-zre

boundary; the threat logis output then coozands the pilot to

olinb or dive.

The •U -sone boundary Is gIven by the following ,rt." 'ftonsi

between the rne R and the range rate R dR/dt I

lbors He 1.8 as mle anda 40 seconds.

The .-- son" boundary is given by either

" (2)

or
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whichever occurs first. RM :0.5 n. mi, and 25 seconds.

For negative values of R (closing intruder) the z-zone is

contained within the V2 -zone. The boundaries of the two zones

are shown in Figure 1 for the foilowing case: the velocity of

the protected aircraft is 176 knots, the velocity of the intruder

is 104 knots, end the relative heading is 98 which corresponds

to the average relative velocity magnitude of 192 knots.

B. Pilot Warning Intruments (PU).

a. Range measurement alone (PWI-3).

Tioe intruder is classified &a a threat whenever he crosses

a circle of radius 14,740 feet, centered on the protected aircraft,

see Figure 1. The alarm range to the intruder is the same in

all directions since relative bearing is not measured.

As described in Appendix B, the range is chosen in auch a

way that in tho veort case (both aircraft on the same straight

line path and heading directly toward• each other) 15 seconds

remeain to a potential collision after the pilot is alertee t

both the protected aircraft and the intruder travel with the

maximum speeds 291 knots true air speed., For speeds lees than

uaxz•i or for other headings than the woret case the time to

coLLision (if aWy) *ill iceed 15 seconds,

b. 'Hange aed bearing sesur"amont (01WI-6).

SThe intruder is classified as a threat whenever he crosses

a circle of radius 10,590 feet, with center 4950 feet ahead of

the protected aircraft, seq figule 1. Since the protected air-
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craft is not at the ceater of the circle, the range to the

circular boundary of the alarm region changes with the bearing.

Consequently, both the range and the bearing have to be obtained

to use this threat logic.

As described in Appendix B, the alarm circle is chosen

in such a way that in all ca~eu (i.e., for all headings) at

least 15 seconds remain to a potential collision after the pilot

is alerted ,f both the protected aircraft and the intruder

travel with maximum speed. PWI-3 overproteats even at the max-

insu speed for headings other than the worst case. P1I-6 pro-

rides 15 seconds of wayning at the maximum speed (except for a

minor overprotection at some angles because for simplicity we

have replaced a rectangle with rounded corners by a circle, see

Appendix B), but for speeds less than maximum the tine to collision

(if WaW) will exceed 15 seconds.

0c Range, range rate, and bearing measurement

The intruder is classified as a threat whenever he enters the

region with the boundary

Ra RT , (4)

ehe Ra : 3O0o feet and T : 5 seconds. Note the Aiailarity

* of this equation to Bq.(1).

The reasoning behind Jq.(4) is detailed In Appendix B and

S" can be summarised as followes if both the protected aircraft and

Vy boverproteotiona we mean that the warning time exceeds
15 seconed.
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the intruder are oi, linear flights, then a collision will occur

in T : 15 seconds if R is negative (closing intruder) and

R = -RT. However, if both aircraft can accelerate during this

time, then we must add a range Ra Z aT2 to our protective boundary

(a is the acceleration) which leads to IEq.(4)* We obtain

Ra : 3600 feet for T 3 15 seconds and a : 16 feet/second•.

The bearing information does not appear explicitly in Eq.(4),

and it is not uaed to classify an intruder ae a threat or not a

threat. The bearing information is provided to the pilot to

help him see and avoid the intruder. Without the bearing

information T would presumably have to exceed 15 seconds to give

the pilot additional time to locate the intruder.*

The boundary of the alarm region As shown in Figure 1 for

the same velucities as OAS* Note that the systems depending on

range rate (OAS, PWI-8) have alarm regions which are symmetric

about the relative velocity vector vr, while the system depending

on bearing (PWI-6) has an alarm re#ion symmetric about the

velocity vector v, of the protected aircraft*

If one compares the alarm regions of CAM and PWI-8 (both

meastre range rate), one should note the followingi 1) if

acceleration cannot exceed 16 ft/see2 , then PWI-8 gives a

wcrning at least T : 15 secones prior to a collision, but the

-"•-zone alarm gives less than v.: 40 seconds warning time,

even though Eqs. (1) and (4) are similar; the reason for this

discrepacy ic that R is less than a2(see Appendix A for some

typical times to collision)l 2) turns are not permitted inside

If the aircraft accelerate, there is no overprotection; if the
aircraft do not accelerate, some warning times will exceed 15
seoonds.
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the CAS f;-sone; therefore at the "I-sone boundary one does

not need protection against lateral acceleration in turns; 3) it

is assumed that a pilot performs an escape maneuver in less time

if alerted by a PWI and is free to choose the most appropriate

action than if commanded by GAS to perform a olimb or divel an

experimental cheek of this agsumption would be valuable.

SSiO
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III, ALARM RATES

We will evaluate the alam wates ftr the CAB aud the three

PWI systems described in the previous section. We will use the

velocity distributions of air carrier (AC) and general aviation

(GA) aircraft in a typical terminal area We divide the

velocity distribution of each type (AC or GA) into three groups

of equal probability, and select the median velocity of each group

to represent that groupp i.e., the speed mix is assumed to be such

"that 33% of the aircraft of each type (AC or GA) have one of the

velocities shown in Table I. Table II shows the average relative

velocity magnitudes between the groups of AC and GA aircraft, if

we assume random headings of GA aircraft.

We denote by No,# N02, NP3# Np6# and NPs the alarm rates

(in number of alarms per hour) for the CAS I-zone, I-zone,

the PWI-3, PWI-6, and PWI-8 threat logics, respectively. The

details of the alarm rate calculations are presented in Appendices

A and B,

"Let n be the density (number of aircraft per square nautical

mile) of each group of GA aircraftf since each group constitutes

one third of the total GA aircraft, the total density n0 of GA

aircraft is no = 3n. Table III shows the alarm rates divided by

n (i~e., to obtain the true alarm rates, one has to multiply the

numbers presented in Table III by the density n) for encounters

between a protected AC aircraft (with one of the three speeds)
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Table I. Typical Velooities

of AC and- GA Aircraft in a

Terminal Area,

AC v1(Q) GA v()

*knots i knots

1 141 1 86

2 176 2 104

3 242 3 143

Table II. Average Relative

Velocities Between AC and GA

- ~GA

1 2

1 154 161 181

AC 2 186 192 207

3 250 253 264
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Table III*

Alarm Rates

1A 1 2 3

1 201 224 287

N 1/U 2 274 299 365

3 458 482 553

1 754 809 958

I I/ 2 963 1015 1150
02

3 1433 1482 1619

1 749 781 877

Wea2 904 930 1002

3 1211 1228 1278

1 538 561 630

2 650 668 720

3 870 883 919

1 260 280 334

I~M2 334 354 406

3 503 521 571

Diaensosin ares (a2laxw•/our)/(aaroraft/(n. mi.)
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and each of the GA aircraft groups. The entries in Table III

can also be used to obtain alarm rates for a protected GA aircraft

in encounters with AG aircraft& the alarm rate for the average

GA aircraft in the random distribution is given by the entry in

Table III multiplied by the density of the AC airc:raft group,

If we assume that the AC aircraft spends a tinme to in the

terminal area, and one third of the time is spent at each of the

three AC speeds in Table I, then for a particular threat logic

the total number of alarms M during the time to, with all groups

of GA aircraft, is given by the sum of the nine entrt.es in Table

III ( for the particular system), multiplied by n (n : no/3) and

by to/3. Table IVa shows M/no t and also M for the near future,
0 o 0

when to : 800 seconds and no0  0.0270 per (n.mi.) 2 , numbers

estimated to be appropriate for the busiest terminals for the
(4)

next ten to twenty years . This value of na represents 480

aircraft in a terminal area with a radius of 30 nemi. and height

10,000 feet, if the altitude discrimination of the CAS and PWI

equipment is such that only intruders in a layer 1600 feet thick

are considered to be hazards.

Table IVe also shows K for current operations in a busy

terminal, when there are 113 CA aircraft in the terminal area,

% :0.o00636 per (mi)

Table IVa also gives the averaSe duration of alarms T for

the typical case shown in Figure 1. T is the averge time the

intrudes- spends within the alarm region, if on a linear unaccel-
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Table IV. AC/GA Bacounters

in a Terminal Area.

a. Number and Duration of Alarms, and Warning Times.

Alarm Warning

Threat M/noto, Future* Current** duration, time,

Logic (n.mi.) 3Ir. M I TDt sees. TW, sees,!
CAS Tr-zone 349 2.09 0.49 22 25 1

CAS T"7zone 1131 6.78 1.60 61 73

PWI-3 996 5.97 1.40 72 44

PWI-6 715 4.29 1.01 51 42

PWI-8 396 2.37 0.56 21 26 I

Dimensions of Us alarma/800 seconds.

b. Number of Maneuvers.

* Threat X/notet Puture- Current**

Logic (nBmid.)*bre

GAS r -sone 349 2009 0.49

CAS ' C qi•sOne 170 1.02 0.24

All M 135 0.81 0.19

Dimensions of KIt aneuveru/800 seeMsa.

0.0270.0A airraftper (n.,i.)2 ,

**n 2
*n. o 0.00636 GA aircraft pet (n.ai.)

oto 800 wsco*

F***Por maneuvers essunod niss, distance - 2000 ft.

"* 55
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erated flight.

If the geometric situation is such that a collision

could actually occur, then for aircraft on linear flights the

warning time given by the CAS or PIU equipment is obtained by

dividing the distance along the relative velocity vector from

bhe protected aircraft to the alarm region boundary by the rela-

tive velocity. This distance/velocity ratio has been calculated

at each of the nine average relative velocities given in Table II,

the ratios have been summed end divided by nine, and this average

warning time Tw is presented in Table Ira.

Let us now consider maneuver rates instead of alarm rates,

The protected aircraft must always maneuver if the OAS I-zone

is penetrated; therefore, for this threat logic the alarm rate

equals the maneuver rate. At the 1-mone penetration one must

A aneuver only if in a turn (roll-out); if we assume that the

aircraft turn 15% of the time in the terminal &ro;, then for the

OAS 2-s-one threat logic the maneuver rate is 0.15 times the

alarm rate. We assume that the aircraft equipped with any of

the PUI will maneuver only if the alerted pilot estimates that

the intruder will come within 2000 feet of his aircraft. Thus

the maneuver rate is proportional to the area swept out by a

Circle with diameter 4000 feet, traveling with the relative

velocity. We denote the total number of mneuvers during the

time to ly t, and we average over the three AC speeds and three

GA speedls the same way as for the total number of alarms. Table

M~b ahov Mnet0 and I for thb vlues of ne d&sousmod abev.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS,

The number of alarms, the number of maneuvers, and the

average duration of the alarms have been estimated for

an arriving IPR air carrier aircraft in potential conflict with

random VFR traffic in a terminal area on the assumption that

one of various cooperative P1I or the ATA CAS were in use,

Por illustrative purposes a current terminal density of VFR

traffic hba been assumed as well as a projected density about

four times as great (1980-1990). The PWI studied represent the

more sophisticated of those proposed in that it is assumed that

altitude data is exahanged between aircraft# The simplest of

these P11 also measures range to other aircraft, the second in

sophistication measures relative bearing as well, and the third

calculates range rate. The performance of these PWI is compared

with that of the ATA CAS in the same environment,

The results show that there in little reduction possible

in MII alarm rate by virtue of measuring bearing in addition to

range on the assumption that the same warning time aufficee in

both systems; this is however a poor assumption and it is anti-

cipated that simulation will demonstrate that scme indication

of bearing is necesse" to reduoe search time a•d tq achieve a

satisfactory 46teetioa rate. The measurement of range rate in

a-POI in addition to range permits a significant reduction in

alarm rate (about 45%) but there is also a reduction in the

warning time given to the pilot in the typical encounter; the
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reduction is of approximately the same magnitude; as a result

it is suspected that simulation will show that there is little

net gain in the effectiveness of see-and-avoid by virtue of

m4asuring range rate in a PWI and using it to delay or suppress

alarms.

The caletlation shows that an IFR air carrier would

experience an average of 4.3 alarms and 0.8 maneuvers (to avoid

misses with co-altitude traffic of less than 2000 feet in

horizontal separation) in an arriving flight in a terminal with

four times the current density of VR traffic if a PWI weire in

k use which gave altitude information to the air carrier and per-

mitted the air carrier to measure range and bearing to the VFR

traffic. The PWI alarm in the air carrier would be on about

23% of the time under these conditions. These rates may or may

not be considered tolerable; a more fundamental quantity would

be the expected collision rate given that the pilot is helped

by the PWI to detect targets sooner and more dependably. In

order to estimate the effectiveness of see-and-avoid when using PWI

t it will be necessary to measure (in simulation) the improvement

- in the probability of detection afforded by the PWI device.

Stated another way, these PWI cannot be faulted for the magnitude

of the alarm rates; they are only alerting the pilot to traffic

he should see anyway.

The CAS V alarm rate in this environment, assuming all the

ivn traffic is equipped, of 6,78 per air carrier arrival gives,

with an average alarm duration of 61 seconds, an expectation

that the roll-out alarm is on about 40% of the time. If the

air carrier is unable to follow ATC vectors when this alarm is
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onit would appear that the MAS could not operate effectively

in this environment. The expected number of -ralarms (climb

or descend commands) of 2.1 per flight would seem to present

less of a problem. If it is assumed that the air carrier is

turning 15% of the time in the terminal, the expected number of

roll-out maneuvers executed would be about one per flight;

making about 3.1 maneuvers per flight due to both #vand alarmso

This is approximately four times the maneuver rate that would

be experienced if pilots using sec-and-avoid maneuvered only

when the lateral Aies distance would be less than 2000 feet.

The alarm and maneuver rates for the CAS and all PWI

appear tolerable at the current VFR traffic density.
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APPENDIX A. COA THREAT LOGIC

AND ALARM RATES0

The CAS threat logic(l),( 2 )usee range and range rate

data to classify an intruder as a threat whenever the intruder

crosses the boundary of the r,-zone or t -zone, given by
0

sqso (M)-(0). For negative range rate R (the intruder is

approaching the protected aircraft) the • 1 -tone is contained

within the -v,,-zone, see Figure 1. When an intruder crosses

the T2-zone boundary, the threat logic output commands the

pilot to roll out, if in a turn, and to prepare to climb or dive.

When an intruder crosses the .sone boundary, the threat logic

output commands the pilot to climb or dive.

Since the aircraft may accelerate and turn.when outside

the •-%5 one, and since the range Ro In Sq. (1) is leas than

0%- (where a to the maximum permissible acceleration), collisions

could occur in leas than seconds from the time a *V2-none

alarm Is given, if one did not take evasive action. I•or example,

consider two aircraft with equal speede, v 2 400 ft./eec*, on

parallel courses sligbtly more than a distanct U0 2 1.8 n.mi.

apart so that the vj-zone alarm is not given as long as the air-

craft maintain their parallel paths, because the range rate is

equal to zero. If both alroratt now turn towards each other

simultaneously with circular turns, acceleration a = 16 ft./eaec. 2 ,

then collieion occurs a time t later, where

60
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os(at/v) 1 - Roa/2v2 (A 1)

if no evasive action is taker.* For this case t : 27.5 seconds,

Of course, the GAS V,.-zone threat logic will command both

pilots (if both are equipped with CAS) to roll out, if the alarm

is given. If it takes 10 seconds to accomplish the roll-out,

then instead of being on parallel courses the two aircraft will

be on intercepting courses, and a collision may occur 29 seconds

. after roll-out (39 seconds after the alarm), if no other evasive

* action is taken. The #W-zone logic will prevent this collision

by commanding the pilots to climb or dive, and normally there

are 25 seconds of warning time to accomplish the maneuver.

However, if the intruder is not equipped with GAS* he may

*i elect to turn towards the protected aircraft at the %1 -tone

boundary. For two 400 ft./seo, aircraft and acceleration

16 it./aec, 2 in the worst case there are only 1M.5 seconds left

Sbetween the o *•one alarm and the potential collision. The

worst case occurs when the intruder approaches the protected

aircraft at a relative headiv of 9 169 (see Figure 2 for a

definition of 0) and turn s towardathe protected aircraft at the

minimux rangeRu

Let us now coneider slam ratest .e will examine the rates

for the %-tone first. For a randcm distribution of intruder

hieadings let us study the intruders with relative he~d~iWs at

anWles between soae 0 and 0 + d4 (see Ptgre 2 for 9) and a

tca rrlies only a f oooperatinr -it ;*d dose not get
alarms himself.
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constant velocity magnitude v If v1 is the velocity magnitude

of the protected aircraft, then the magnitude of the relative

velocity vr is given by

V r v I + v2 + 2vlv 2coa@ • (A -2)

* To obtain the alarm rate we can assume that the intruders are

stationary and the protected aircraft moves with velocity v
rThe we -zone boundary is now given by

R Ro + "VVos(° (A - 3)

where is the angle between the relative velocity vector and

the range vector, see Figure 2. Sq, (A - 3) describes a lima on

of Pascal, shown in Figure 2,

Let 2S be the maximum width of the "h-zone boundary in

Figure 2 normal to the relative velocity vector* It can be shown
!t. • that {

g•: a ( - o (z + 3Ro /16vr~t2 (A -4) ii

where

2 2 1/2
0R 4O 8 '4 2

Then the 'Ufzone boundary, moving with velocity vr, in a time

interval At sweep* out an area

A 2Sv at. (A -6)r

To obtain the number of alarms received inx the Utse it•aerval t,-

-

f.-

• ,t|
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we must multiply A by the denzity of intruders, 1f the total

denuity of intrudaer with this given magnitude v2is ni, then

the 'density of intruders with hi~iadings between 0 and 4 + dO is

ndQ/2,Pr ,if headings are random, The total alarm rate N.2 is

obtained by integrating Andf/21!r over all 0, and by dividing the

result by at, or

N0 (2 I do vr (A - 7a)

3/2 1/2
n/r'))d@(z + 3R 0 (z R R0) (A - 7b)

To evaluate the in~tegral in Eq. (A -7b) numerically we approx-

imate it by the use of Simpdon~s Rule, applied to values of the

integrand at the three points 0:0, ~'f/2, and '11

N,02 Z (n/48 Tf2) r K'zo,) i.4F(a1 +(z (A - 3

where

3/2 1/2
?(z) (z +3R0 ) (z - R ) (A -9)

and z.0 z1  a is the value of z, given by Eq, (A -5), at R :0,

W /2, IoY respectively.

To check~ on the accuracy of the approximation, we have

compared it with two special cases of the exact Eq* (A - 7b) when

the latter can be integrated, In the fir~st special case let.

R 0 : 0; then it turns out that both the exact and the !ipproximate

expressions give the same result (i~e., there is no error due

to approximation:'l
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N R 0 i+ "2 (A -10)

In the second special case we let 0.2 , then exactly

XC2(T2= 0) = n2RoVrP (A -11)

F where ;r is the average relative velocity,

V r (1/2ar)J d~vr

:(2/IT' )(v1 + v2) E 4vlv 2 /(vi+ v2 )2~ (A -12)

and E is the complete elliptic integral, of the second kind. In

this special case we find the following percent differences between

the exact and the approximate result: 0.23% for vliv2 - 1;

122SIo510% for vl/v2 2 or 1/2; 0,48% for V/2"4 or 1/4.

Since the errors in the approximation were very small, the

approximation was used to obtain numerical results.

Now consider Or-zone alarms. In Eqo(A -7a) we now must

let S equal to either Im or Vr Tj/2, whichever is greater; they

are equal when 0 -MP

,005osM - £2I )2 - v -2 . (A -13)

Thus

:(n!WIT dov) dQ v 2R (A -14)•;C r, Olv

which becomes

S(V-2 + v2% 2vlv2 sing,

+ 2RM ;r- (2/1/)(71 + V2)E( f . C] (A -15)
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where S( 4 @ / ) is the incompl6te elliptic integral of the
M

second kind, and

sin (- 2 {v 2/(v!+ v2 ). (A -16)

The elliptic integrals are tabulated, see, for example, M.

Abramowitz and I, A, Stegun, edo, Handbook of Mathetmatical

Fco (Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1965).
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APPSNDIX B. PWI THREAT LOGIC AND

ALARM RATES*

PWI-3*

We assume that only range data are available. Consequently,

asince one has to protect the aircraft against the worst possible

-case-- a head-on collision at maximum speeds--one must set the

alarm range R equal to 2v T, where T is the necessary warning
1 0

time and v is the maximum speed. For T - 15 seconds and v0
00291 knots s 491 feet/second we have 1 14,740 feet.

PWI-3 corresponds to the hypothetical PWI III for which

preliminary specifications were given in an earlier report(5).

To evaluate the alarm rate NP, we must substitute for S

in Sqo(A -7a) the constant radius R1 , which then yields

3 -n2Rl•r•. (B- 1)

where vr is the average relative velocity, given by Sqo(A - 12),

and n is the density of intruders,

PWI-3 provides more than 15 seconds warning for all cases

except the head-on collision at maximum speeds.

4' -

"Both range and bearing of the intruder are assumed to be

available. This system corresponds to the hypothetical PWI VI

described in an earlier report.

To derive the threat logic, consider the possible position

--66
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of the protected aircraft T seconds later, where T is the needed

warning time. Let v° be the maximum speed, u be the minimum

speed, and a the maximum lateral acceleration. Then the protected

aircraft after a time interval T should be inside the rectangle

shown in Figure 3 (a good approximation for the speeds and

accelerations which we are considering), with sides (v- u)T and

aT2 . We are assuming that the same equipment is used by all

protected aircraft, and that the threat logic is not adjusted with

the speed of the protected aircraft. Consequently, we do not

know precisely where the protected aircraft will be T seconds

later, and we must provide protection for all possible positions

within the rectangle.

We must protect against the intruder with the maximum speed,

thus to reach the rectangle in T seconds the intruder must be

within a distance D from the rectangle, where approximately

D2 (v 0T) 2 4 (+aT2) 2 . (B - 2)

If we draw a contour of the distance around the rectangle

in Figure 3, we obtain the rectangle with rounded corners. For

simplicity we replace this rectangle with rounded corners by a

circle with center at the center of the rectangle and radius R2 ,

"2~~~ ~ + ÷t o (aT2)2
R 2 a D + +I- T I (B 3)

as indicated in Figure 3. The simpler circle overprotecte

slightly at some angles; therefore, for example, in Figure 1 the

67
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PWI-6 alarm region boundary extends beyond the PWI-3 alarm region

boundary in the forward sector. The boundary in Pigure 1 is drawn

for a 16 ft./sec. 2 p T 15 seconder vo - 291 knots* u " 100

knots. Then R2 1 10,590 feet.

For speeds slower than naximum this alarm circle provides

a longer warning time. Table V shows the minimum warning time

obtained if the intruder and the protected aircraft both have one

of the speeds listed in Table I. The times are calculated from

Eq.(B - 2) with the intruder speed replacing ve, The difference

between the 42 second warning time shown in Table IVa and the

values shown in Table V is the followingi Tv in Table IVa is the

average warning time in encounters between one AC and one GA

aircraft, while the times shown in Table V are the worst case

minimum times in encounters between AC or GA pairs of aircraft

with the same speedo

To evaluate the alarm rate NP6 we substitute R. for S in

8q. (A - 7a); thus, analogous to Eq. (B i), we obtain

p6 2Bvr. (B 4)

Obviovsly the ratio of N to is equal to the ratio of R, to

:-- . R2

Range, range rate, and bearing of the intruder are assumed

to be available. However, only the range R and range rate H are

i..
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Table V. Minimum Warring Times for

PWI-6, Intrudor and Protected Aircraft

Have the Same Speed.

Warning time,-
Speed, knots seconds.

I 141 24.6

0AC 176 22.0

242 17.5

86 28,2

GA 104 27.1

143 24.4

S* 69

A.
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used in the threat logic. The dependence of the threat logic

on the bearing is implicit and not explicit because without

providing the bearing information to the pilot one would

presumably have to use a longer warning time T to permit the

pilot to search for the intruder. The addition of explicit

bearing information to the threat logic seems to accomplish little.

Data shown by Holt and Marner( 6 ) indicate that the use of bearing

information in the threat logic would reduce the alarm rate by

leos than 5% at the average relative speed of 192 knots.

If both the protected aircraft and the intruder are on

constant speed linear courses, then the time to collision is

given by - R/R. Thus we would let R,= - RT as the boundary of the

alarm region if we needed a warning time T and if we did not have

to worry about acceleration. However, to protect against possible

acce'.eration we will add an extra range Ra to this alarm region.

Acceleration along the flight path is negligible compared to

lateral acceleration in a turn; consequently, the worst case in

the one mentioned in Appendix At both aircraft on parallel paths

a distanc. slightly greater than Ra apart, both with the same

velocity v, so that R 0 0. If both aircraft turn towards each

other simultaneously, then they will collide in T seconds, where

cos(aT/v) 1 - Raa/2v 2 . (B 5)

If v is sufficiently large so that aT/v < 1, we can approximate

coax by 1 x2/2, where x S aT/v, which leads to

70



:aT 2  (B - 6)

which is the distance which we used to get a warning time T if

the maximum acceleration in as For a z 16 ft,/sec.2 and T:

15ZK.i, seconds wems have Ra 9 60fe*Th onayo the alr

region is given by 3q0'(4). Thus the threat logic is similar to

that of the OAS "I-zo~a. but the values of the parameters are

different*

Similarly#* the alarm rate Npe is given by an equation of the

same form as (A - 7) or (A 8), if we substitute R.for R0and

T for

I71.
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Abstract

&larm rates are calculated for certain cooperative PWI systems of the

type in -nich range is inferred from reoeived signal strength. The role of

atmospheric attemation is investigated in particularl a microwave PWI (oper.

ating at a frequency of zero attenuation) and a millimezer wave PWI (operating

at a frequency of high attenmation) are compared. Propagation at infra-red

falls somewhere between these two depending on atmospheric conditions. To get

concrete results the anticipated alarm rates and typical warning times are

calculated for air carrier flights encountering random general aviation traffic

in terminal environments; these rates can be compared directly with those given

in Part I of this report for PU systems capable of precise range measurement.

* Alarm rate as used in this report is defined as the rate of encounters with
other airraft which cause the generation of alarms.
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Glossaz7

AC t air carrier

ATA s Air Transport Association of Amerioa

CAS t collision avoidance system

Fm a function related to Pn, see Eq.(B-2).

GA a general aviation

G ai a function related to P, see Eq.(B..3).m
IAS t indicated aircraft speed.

Sm 1 lo1 098

it A t total number of expected alasms during a flight of 800 seconds

in a typical terminal area,

n t density of GA intruders with a partioular speed, in number of

aircraft per square nautical mile.

110 to total density of GA intruders, all speeds.

N salarn rate

p(u) t probability density function for signal strength.

Pl(v1 ) I " t " AC speeds.

p(V) a "" " GA speeds.

Pi i probability of not detecting an intruder in the JZ range interval,

Eq. (A-.4)

Pfa s probability of false alarmu.

Pn $ probability of not obtaining two consecutive successes in n trials,

Appendix B.

PWI a pilot warning instrument.

PWI-3 i PWI which uses ranee data only, Reference 1.
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PWI-8 s PWI thioh uses ramge, rawe rate, and bearing data, Reference l.

P(w) s oumulative probability that an intruder will be detected at lea:t

once during a £liGht passing the protected aircraftt if the distance

of closest approach is w, and all aircraft are on linear courses.

PP(R) a probability that detection will occur first at range R.

P (R) t probability of failure to detect the intruder by the time he has

reached range R, aircraft on collision course.

P1(R) t l-Po(R)

SICR) a P1(R) averaged over the sisnal strength distribution.

Q a Marctm's Q-function, References 2 and 3.

r a projection of range to intruder on the relative velocity vector,

see Figure 12.

r i maximum value of r, ausloeous to Ro.m0

R s range to intruder

tha range to the center of the J= range interval, if the entire

flidit path is divided into range intervals of length & R 2 2v T
rp

. t maximum value of range frvm which one obtains a significant con.-
0

tribution to the cumulative probability of detection.

SRF a mean range of first detection for a constant signal level.

RP a a design parameter for the PWI; the range at which we require

that the cumulative probability of detection should equal 95% for

the worst case of head-on approaoh at maximum speeds.

S t signal power received from any range.

So , saital power f'ranrege 1 iat t pask of the probability denaity.

I sinoal-to..noise ratio in general.

o " " at the pe&k of the signal strength diatribution
received from range
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t0 1 typical length of time spent in the terminal area by AC aircraft

during descent, assumed to be 800 seconds.

TAS s true aircraft speed.

T I minimum warning time needed in a PWI system, assumed to be 15
m

seconds.

T Tp time interval between reception of pulses; the reciprocal of pulse

rate,

Tw , mean warning time for a constant signal level and aWy relative

velocoity.

t Tv at the average relative velooity, averaged over the signal

strength distribution.

u a:10 1og1 0 3/S0, where 3 is evaluated at p

UM(x) i Tliebysoheff polynomial.

t relative velocity magitude.

-VI t AC aircraft speed.

v2  a GA aircraft speed.

2

w I distance of closest approach during linear flights, aircraft not

on a collision course, see Figure 12,

wO 6 maximum value of w, analogous to R.

Z j normal or Gausisan probability density function.

O(. i atmospheric attenuation coefficient.

AR i ranae interval 2v .

i combination of parameters defined by Eq.(]l,3).

a relative headinc.

s defined 14 Eo.(Dm13).
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4 8+ standard deviation for u > op see Zq.(1)°+

a time parmeter used in the US -Ve zone threat logic, see Refernce 1.

9 pr'obsbilitV that the Wasinag time will be less than T 15 seconds.
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• 4 V) I probabilitY that v. will be less than V.
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I. INTIODUCTION

PWI alarm rates, although quantitativep do not fully reflect the relative

merits of various systems becamse the effective utilization of the information

given to the pilot by the PWI will depend not only on the number but the nature

of the alarms. Is the target visible? Does it appear to the pilot to be a

threat or a potential threat? Does the pilot consider the alarm premature? Etc.

Such questions will be answered in the forthcoming simulation program. The

"alarm rates, however, mayr be indicative of the relative performance of PWI
systems, and the mathematical tools needed to calculate alax• rzrte are required

anrway to carry out the simulation experiments. For these reasons the present

report and its companion (Reference 1.) * have been prepared.

In Reference I we investigated the more sophisticated MWI systems (those

in vhich a precise range measurement is made), and we compared the alarm rates

and warning times with those of the ATA CAS. In this report we consider less

sophisticated PWI systems in which reage is not measured directly but the posai-
bility of a threat is inferred from the received signal level which, on the avei e'e

falls off with the range between the transmitters and receivers. In these systems

an alarm is fi•ven when the received signal level exceeds some preset or pilot

adjusted threshold value one or more times (altitude filtering may also be used).

%r•stms of this type are attractive because of the potential simplicity of the

milnimum equupment for light aircraft% but their practicality has been doubted

because of anticipated hiýh rate of unnecessaaa alarms.

The probability of detection is not only a function of the range to the

intruder but also of signal strength, and the latter may chance due to fluctuations

R Ieferences appear on p. 24.

"** "PeITomrncO Of a PW¶ Uystc,' is used in the restricted sense of alarms gene-"rfrted! 'mei-ts of vauious systems" is intended to include desendonoc on huaan
factors.



in the antenna pattern, multipath effects, changes in power output, etc. As

described in the next section, we have assumed some particular probability

distributions for the signal strength, and for each distribution we require

that the cumulative probability of detection equal 95% at some ra ge % for

the woist case of head-on approach by two aircraft at the maximum legal terminal

area speed (250 knots IAS, 291 knots TAS). We then calculate the expected

number of alarms in a typical flight in a terminal areas the average warning

time, and the probability that the wtkrning time will be less than 15 seconds;

the latter was assoued to be the minimum needed warning time in Reference I.

The calculations are performed for microwavest for which signal power is assumed

to decrease as 1/R 2 # where R is the raxgep and for millimeter waves, for which

2
in addition to the 1/RI decrease there is a propagation loss due to atmospheric

attenuation. As in Reference I, the protected aircraft is assumed to be located

in P random distribution of other aircraft with a uniform density and random

headings in the horizontal plane.

The next two sections present the mathematical model in more detail;

mathematical derivations are given in appedices. The results are described

in Section IlI, and conclusions are presented in Section IV.

iii86
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II. Threat Logic

We assume that the PWI equipment receives from the intruder pulses at

time intervals Tp9 and that the intruder is detected (i.e., an alasm is given

to the pilot) if the receiver outputs exceed a threshold for two pulses in

succession. For the numerical calculations we chose the threshold in such a

Mwsa that the probability of false alarm equals l0"I0 for the double pulse, or

10-5 for the single pulse. For a coastant received power the probability that

the receiver output will exceed the threshold on two successive pulses is given

by the square of Marcut s Q.functiona 2 *ich are tabulated. 3

In practice, even if the intruder is at a fixed range, the received sigal

strenath S will vary mainly due to fluctuations in the antenna pattern, t also

due to multipath effects, changes in power output, etc. For simplicity we assume

that the sisnal received from a constant range Rp can be described by the following

asymmetrical lob-noxmal probability density function (p(u)du is the probability

that u has a value between u and u + du) 1
• 2Z(U/O- 1/( •+a ) u > o,(0

p u) + I , u < o
P((

where
? ~z(X) :(1/4'F-•)0 /- •

Lund
a 10 l9 10 3/30 , at (3)

3o is the nsial strength at the peak of the probability density functionl

bowave-, due to the asymmotry it is not the mean siGial st"ength (note that we

"are using two differeut standard deviation& G and _T for sioials above and

below Fo). r 1 shows p(u) vs. u for 4) 0 2 2.5 db, 0 - dbi



2 ~-4..

b) C+ C- :10 db.

We fix the value of S (or rather the sigal-to-noise ratio So/) as

outlined below and as described in more detail in Appendix A. For the worst

case of headthon approach IW two aircraft at the maximum legal tenzinal area

speed (250 knots IAS, 291 knots TAS) we require that the cumulative probability

of detection should equal 95% % r the time the intruder has reached the rarne

RP, if we averaee over the signl density in Figure 1. In the subsequent

numerical oaloulations we chose two values of Rps a) 1 nemi. a 6080 feetj

b) 14,740 feet; at the latter rmge 15 seconds remaln to collision for the worst

cues

fhe variation of the signal strength with range R is assumed to be given by

2-vR
e /4

hoere m is the attenuation coeffiioet. Xhzerioai calculations were perfonmod

forn a) microwaves, 01 20; b) millimeter waves# OU 6.8 db/n~mi., a tical

value for owyge absorptiou at 55 4 The attenuation cooffioients for inf.

red ••diation fall inbetween those for mnicowaves azd millimeter waves 4 ; con.

oequentlyp =eriaal calculationa for infrared were not pefonmAd b

Figures Z.9 ahow the probability of detection (the square of the Q-fruntion)

v'. range for the two aignal streogth distributionso 1) T. 2.5 db and

0':.. 5 dbN 2) C4. 5 db and SM 0•l db! for the two deoi agoas

*i 1) RP 600 feett, 2) fl 3 14,740 footl en for the two types of reAdiation

1) miowou*ves, 2) millimeter wvos. Figures 2-9 show that the microwave pM

wilX detect mlaz more intruder* at greater ranges than the millimoter wave PoI!

"this is a disadvamog' because detection at great ranees neodleosly oala,= the

pilot. For exple, the 50% point an the SO + 20' curve in Pi.%re 5 for

.miVWe v1wa is at 340,000 feot p while in FRire 9 for millimeter waves it is at

34,000 feet, a rtio of 10sl. In praotice one 4oeds protection out to about
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15,90Ofeet, see Reference 1, agure 11 hower, if instead of usg & precse
"range gate one relies on the natural deorease of probahility of detection with
range, thaen to insure a hid pxvbabiliy of detection at about 15,OOOfeet,
one has to suffer frequent deteotion beyond t)ia raIe, but for microwaves due
to the lack of atmospherio attenuAtion this detection extends much further then
for millimeter waves.

Note that the indioated va~lues of S /F are for the sigal received at
the protected aircraft from a target at tU ruvwe ". For the sae value of
W the intruder must transit more power if millimeter wavea are used, since

the propagation losses are much h1i&er than for miozowavee. The noise fiU6-ures
of receivers are also somewhat bighor at millimeter wave frequencies which

incrvisies the power requirqment further.
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III* Alarm Rates and Waxztng Times

Table I presents some results which are analogous to those shown in Table IV

of Reference I as well as some other oaloulations which did not appear in

Reference 1 bat ame needed here because of the statistical nature of detection.

The table shows the results for air carrier (AC) and general aviation (GA)

encounters in a typical temtnnal areaefor the same two ignal strength distil-

butiona, two design ranges, and two types of radiation (microwaves and mi1i-

meter waves) as those illustrated in Figures 2-¶ý

We define the average warning time'• 1 as the mean range of first detection

averaged over the sigmal strengt distribution and divided by the average rela..

tive velocity as explained in Appendix D, We used the median relative velocity

of Table II in Reference 1p 192 knots, as the average relative velocity, and the

puic rate l/Tp 2/sec. -2

We also caloulate the probability • that the vurntia time (tihe rneo--

of first detection divided tq the relative velocity) mAY be 10341 than 15 econ'ds,.

&S doacrlbed In Appendix D# The otmulative distribution funotion for the MAC.

-itudo of the relative velooity is obtained "ro data presnted in Referne • 5

f r a typioo toiuinAul aroa W- is heow in Yiture lo.

The Calculation of elan rates is explined in AppJx C. The qu-atitv

U oho'n in Table I is thie averae zlcber of &I&=- generated at an AC air-cat

., CG intrnnro duriuc a fli&ht lasting 000 secot, ill a teimil tr:-,a" with,

rwdius 30 nai. Ard haeiit 10,000 feet, ?or current opseations we asa.ruo X•13

"CL aircft in this teniaal era,^ And for future oprataion 480 G& airmft.,

,ne C air-craft are astac1 to be urifonmy distributed botw~en altitudes l,00

Sfoot and 10,00 feet. The M either has no -ltitde drcc. Imination at aal, or

i it conadgr. t-eat- only n & -tte &u f O W fLeet* 14 for both

posibilitias are sh i le Z. In RWfere=*e 1 we iazed au altituds

90
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Table I. Ac/oh IBic uitoe In a ?211±nal Area

8mo~ tandozd Average Pzobabil±ty AlI+tude

rampi~ %, deviLationa 8O/N waring thaDt TV 4 15s. dici'im.t- FPitua Current

f feet of 00wert db db tim -Tp ±n o # I
Saco*feet

606 - -- noe2

5 10 129.4 192 31 1 5 1 36
- nonu 8501 2

2.5 5 19-.7 143 i
14,740 nnon 216 ~ _

5 10 285451- 0.57 365y 668

_ 2.: _~~f~~~~: 1 ~~ e-10Ci 5001

2*5 5 Z10431 5__160 5,2 o2_

10 3.219.4 2.2

[. 2975 144 i 3.2

______ ____none 76 18

Dimnsim o Usal&=o/800.seocmdse.
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discrimination of ± 800 feet.

Mhe simpler the PWI equipment and the threat logiOc the more un5eoessa V

alams will be produoed. Thus the m~ber of alarms for the most sophisticated

PWI, the nVI-8 in Reference it can serve as a standard of comparison. Current M

for PWI-8 equals o.6. The advantage of operating at a frequency of high atmos.,

pheric attenuation is shown ' omtaing millimeter wave systems with miorowave

systems since the lattez produce more unnecessary ulauss. Ccmparison with data

presented in Table 1V of Reference 1 shows that the millimeter wave system with

1ýZ6080 feett Mi :2.5 db, O1 : 5 db, and altitude dieicriminv~tion 1600 feetv

Sgaerates even fewer alarms than the GAS T -zone or PWV-3 in Reference 1, how.

ever, this millimeter wave system has a probability of 5.4% that the warning

time will be less than 15 seconds; the same probability is re, (excluding mal-

functions) for the more sophisticated systems in Refereace 1.

The milliueter wave system with fP It 14,740 feet, 0+-. 2.5 db, 0: 5 db,

hws a low probability (0.001%) that the warning time will be less than 15 seconds.

SFor at1tude discrLmination of 1600 feet it generates four times as ma alarms

as the most sophisticated PWI-8, but less than twice as maW as PWM-3 or the

CAS OZ -. one. An intexmediate choice of RI is clearly indicated.

Note that Some entries for M in Table 1 exceed the assumed number of air-

craft in the terminal area. This ocCUrs because detectibn for those systems

extends beyond the asxuied 30 n.mi. radius of the tezminal area, and alarms are

generated tV aircraft beyond this radius (for the purposes of the calculation

we really assame a continuous distribution of GL airoraft over the whole area

covered tV the PI equipment)*

I mm •M • M ie• • -



IV. Ceonlusions

Thia analysis shows that it is possible in principle to achieve an alarm

rz.tj in a simple PWI syetem, in which the possibility of a threat is inferred frc

sign•l szrength, which is only slightly higher than that of a system which

mesqures reaige precisely if advantage is taken of a high atmospheric atten,.

uation sate to accelerate the fall-off of signal level with range. This can be

Sdore at the expense of an occasional very high speed encounter in which there

will be less than 15 seconds warning time and at the expense of an increased

signal level. The analysis also shows that systems which do not exploit a high

atmospheric attenuation rate will have very high relative rates of alarm if

allowances are made in the power budget for adverse antenna patterns, multipath

propagation, low transmitter power, high receiver noiso levels, eto.

The probabilistic analysis given is suitable for application to the prob-
lm of appropriate activation of displays in simulation of systems of this type.

In the absence of adequate flight test data it was necessary to approximate

the probability density function of received signal-to-noise ratio by assumed

distributions; two such distributions were assumed which it is thought will cover

the range to be found in practice. It is important, however, to get actual

flight measurements on which to base new calculations or simply oonfirm the

validity of the numerical work reported here.

9-3



Appendix A. Cunulative Probability of

Detection, Intruder on a Collision Course,

We assume that the signal strength variations are mainly due to the

fluctuations in the antenna pattern as a function of bearing. On a collision

course the bearing reains constant, therefore, the signal strength is assumed

to remain constant during a particular encounter. We will obtain the cumula.-

tive probability of detection for a constant signal strength as the intruder

approaches from a very large distance t to a distance %. However, since the

signal strength may change from encounter to Encounter or from one antenna to

another, we will average this cumulative probability of detection over the signal

strength distribution shown in Figure 1, and we will use this average to determine

the signal strength S by requiring that this average omnulative probability of
0

detection equal 95% at R for the case of head-on approach by two aircraft at the

maximum legal terminal area speed (250 knots .A3, 291 knots TAS; consequently,

range rate is 582 Icots).

For a single pulset the probability that the signal will exceed a threshold

(determined by the probability of false alarm Pta) is given 2

where Q is a tabulated function3 l and 8/11 is the sinal.-to-noise ratio, In

general at sowe rangke R we let

~'W eu/20m (/)~~V a (A-.2)

where 04 is the atteumtion coefficient 1 8o is the peak intba SiOA distribution

shown in Figure 1, received from the range RPI M loc0el

94
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a Note that s in Eq. (A-) is eauated at R1 but 2SIN in Eq. (Awn) is

evaluated at any Rt while Se is alwayrs evaluated at Rp,

We show in Appendix B that the cumulative probability of detection can
be obtained approximately as followas let the intruder appear at some large

N;I• range ROf and let the distance RO- b be subdivided into k subintervals of

length A R 2vrTp, where vr is the relative velocity (equal to ranrge rate

for a collision course) and T is the time interval between pulses. Then
p

"" R- 2p is the distance traveled by the intruder and the protected aircraft

durine the transmission of two pulses. The probability of not dete-ting the

intruder at all by the time he has reached R we denote by Po(Rp), then the

cunulative probability of detection P1(Rp) is gLven by l-Po(Rp). The probability

thof not detecting in the 4- subintervalt,for a fixed signal strength, is equal to

Pi: l-Q2 (y ,

where for simplicity we indicate for the Q.funotion only the dependence on range,

and : -J&Ha. Furthexnore,

Po (11) PkPPg-l#'.GP1*o (A-5)

"od where from our definition of A R and k wc have Rk Rp. Moreover,

in~ (A opj p H6:A0 0

We now approximate the sum by an intogral,

i+"5



where we also replaoed pI by Eq. (. I"4), en, since R !vrTp Pn 1lPo:

the cumulative probability of detection is given by

In praotice Wx~ large range vill serve aa as loga O~ << Qý «
o

but one chould not extendx R to infinity, since one will obtain an infinite

nnber of false alaxms in the infinite time interval required to travel that

infinite distance. .

The a.verage cmnulative probp.bility of deteution P1 is given by

o0

P1 (RP) Z fdr p(u) P1(R) (~A-9)
-00

where the probabiltty density function p(u) for the simgal strength is given by

EqdlI). P1 (Rp) in the integrand. of Eq. (AP9) is a funotion of u, beeause QFis a

function of VI 27SVI~ see Eq. (A-.1)s Oz4 '23/X in turn, is a funotion of U,

see Eq.(.-)

We now require that iPPR~) :0.95 when vr 582 kciots, and 3olve for

The solution waa obtained nrmerically kr interpolation for Pra a i-5t 2TP z 1 seoo)A,

P 60ao and 14,740 feet, and the two signal strength dersity functions shown in

?±-uro I. lae o aculatd are presented in Table i.

,!I



Appendix B. Probability of Oocurence of

Two, onsgeutive Successes.

Consider a sequence of events# where an event may be the reception of a

p•pulse, or the drduin of a ball fr$ an u-n containing a mixture of red and black

balls, eto. We wish to find the probability ftat in a sequence of n events

ouccess will ocour at le9t twice oonseoutivelyl V success we mean that

the signal strength of ýhe Dalse will exceed a threshold, or the drawn ball will

be red, etc.

Let Q be the constant probability of success during any one of the events.

Let Pn be the probability of not obtaining two consecutive auccesses in n events,

so that our desired probability of two cmsecutive successes is equal to I-P •

an b) if there was no success in the
event, then it does not matter whether the sequence of -13 previous events

ended with a success or failure, as long as one did not obtain two consecutive

pulses during those no-I events; thus one of the terns contained in PU is

(l-Q)%. 1 ! b) if there was a success in the VIA event, then there must have been

a failure in the 3244 event, and no two Consecutive pu3 ses*durin the previous

n-2 eventsl thus the second term contained i Pn isn

Pn" +Z•• ÷ (I-q 2. (-I)

I particular, for the first few ne

P :i

P l'Q2

2

P 1-.24 2 4+ 907

Ise., ouccesuea.
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SZ l-3Q + 2Q3

4

"P 2 (I.C)2(I + 2Q-Q 2"Q3)
5

p6  (i.q)30( + 3Q + Q2 Q5)

"Let us now define
ilPn (I-Q)2e• (B-2)

•i.•!, Pm+ Z (l'a)men (B-3)
2m+

Substitution into Eq. (B-1) yields two equations (for n 2m and n a 3n + 1)

which can be manipulated to obtain an expression for the GIs in teims of Fm IS

am:m F (B-4)

and we also obtain a recurrence relation for Fm Is,

S%~F+.z= Fm.k. + Q)lQ -F . (

this is the same recurrence relation as the one satisfied ty Tchetrscheff
.polyn~tem s Umo6 We thus obtains

Foy~il Um 2

am: 2Q Uj 2Q (B-7)

N1ote that usually %(x) is utiliized only for lxi !S 11 however# since the paly~nial

oontains only a finite nmborof teom there is no reason why one should not also

use the same polyoiil for jxj> 1, hi.h is the case ohere.

i' .
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We hsv*7

u%(x) S (20)m (1)(2x) (B8)

For large 2x the dominant term in Eq. (M) is the first term in the saumation.

If we approximate the sum bl the first tenmp substitution in Eqs. (B-2) and

(B- 3) Yields

&nd

- 2m (B-10)"" • P2, 1 Z (1-e)"(-'o

Note that we would have obtained the some result Uf we had partitioned our

sequence of single events into a sequenoe of double events with half a. many

tenms and a probability of suooesa given by Qf or the double event. 'The

difference between this double event problem and the actual problen is that

in the double event problem t4e sequence "failure-aueoess-.oucoes-$ailure" is

regar3ded as two double evonta# neither one yiel .ntwO su3oes0e8 while in

the aotual pxvblun tho above sequence does yield the two desied consecutivo

.ucoesses. Figure 11 ahows the exact and ,pproximate probability for six events.

* The approximation is a conservative underestimate of the true probability.

Un the above disowaion we have asaumod that Q is constant. 11owever, in

the aotual situation disussed in Appandix A the Qfunotion changes with reane

as the intrudor app "-*.ah. Sinne the probability of datc~tion .acreasen ir=u

pMoticall•y z% to almot one in. a rather narrow rdie (see Figres 2-9). only

a •ala r4wber of pul>s will contribate to the cumulative probability of dotectioni

thus the; reSults o sOn in Pi8ur 11 Will be tnyical, and we hAve as.;uzeid thtat

the abovo Cooasermvsti appoizaticil CM be used, especW42. because wo are

S~99

I:,
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mostly interested in the relative perfommanoo of different systems, and we use

the sane approximation for all systems. Sizoe the approxiJmation is an underestimate,

the true cumulative probability of detection will exceed 95% at Rfor the worst

?)?

case*

).-O

i!(10
:.. iO0
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Appendix C. Alarm Rates

We are conaidezrng intruders on lInar pathe with random headings in the

hor-izontal plane. Let us select all the intraders with a partioular heading

and speed so that the protected aircraft velooity vector and the velocity vectors

of all those intruders form the sae relative velocity vector. We can asoime

that the intruders are stationary Lnd the protected aircraft moves with the

relative velocity vr. Let v be the coordinate normal to the relative velocity

vector and in the horizontal plane, see Pt= 12. Let P(v) be the probability

that an intruder is detected at least onae during a long time interval Ct (where

v. a t is much greater than a zwge at which the probabil7 of detectioa in

significant), if the clocost distance between the two aircraft at ev- time is r

(this happens when r 0 in Figure 12). A seient of length dw (b•tween w and

r, * dw) durina at sweeps out an area d .ev * t. Let n We the number of iutrudera

per unit atea (with this partioular heading and oped). Then the number of intii.n

dera detected during at on thiu strip of width dv will be ndw rht.e

avorko rate o•" detection N ia obtained ty dividing by at and integrtiua over vs

0

whoro w is t -eum~n xwnGe of detection, analogouNs to at in Appoadix A

To obtain P(w) we proceed 03 in Appandix A. The cnulativ probabili y •f

4 ote~tion P(w) to gien Ir i'P~t(W)s *here Pf(w) is the probability of oaLn. to

datect at sL. P 1 Igiv VCU aV n equation ai=4 I ar to Zq. (1..5) v but t~hi *Iroduct

extends over intruder positionws frs +r, to -x, *--oe r 1 the .moazm z-cooii.

nAtO for' at4XtiOn, allaOoU3 to in Ajppaudix A. ruthensuror 'Aie the a~ircewt

Vae not W1 a colliwion 0ou0=30" relatix'e bOLVUV doe" not rraun cmtant. Lat'us

&ADWMO ULM- tho 84-6U4 atraronehfuot"ation 'due to the fluotuations in theo Autewma



pattern occur much more rapidly than changes in sigmal strength due to changes in

distance as the protected aircraft proceeds vith velocity v r. Then we must in-

tec-rate over the aigrual streng-th distribution first, and then sum over the ranges

as in Appendix A, yielding; approximately

PNw) a l-exj, {v~ md fdu P4 Wua14Q)
arm - 00

where Q depends on u and R as shown in Eqs. (1.1) and (AiL2), and

R: Z Fr2 4. 7r20~

000 Figure 12.

The integrend in Eq. (G-2) i,3 such that we could interchanne the inteerations.

over u and r, i~e., we could perfo:z the integration over al firsit, and still obtain

the a30 reoult. This means that our assumption above that antenna pattern £luo..

tuations yield more ispid oiaoud streng;th chanes titan Whanes in rvQco,' is not Vita#,

the opposite *asotptioni would give the awe res5ult.

Pinurvai 13 =nd 14 aho't P(w) VS. v for the two dottoic ranges, two aiLtai

strwengt ctitritbltiono, sdiu two types of rtdiation. We used the m.edUcn relative

velocity of Table 11 in Referance I in these calculations. Kovevar, Pw) is noit

a very sens-itive function of vre see ?igure 15# Sdtor. P(w) for tUiOiX etis

abect vs. PT for the oiaizdic, tediti, aW *aattn telati-o volocity of ¶tblo II,
pD

Rofferco 1. Cunsequently', to ob4W11 N (W~i IV weu3ed t11e Meuia v, t 12 kots

inctead of avere,4n;& ovrer theo avlative velocityý ditrilvtion.

If we "ccpare Pijtcezv 13 and 14,1 obviousely the ciorottve 4Wotta amoe i~f-eyrioir

to the zillinoetr wave Asywots, aince dotection for microwave PMI etenda naodleasly

far, and, Uth-orsorp =Vn unwesoaarJ adna are i~aanrstod.
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To obtain M, the aumber of alarms generated by (IA aircraft at an AC aircraft

during a flight of 80) seconds in e typical tcm-inal area, we simplify the actual

ituation by assuming that in thci tWi.cal enoounter we alws•rs obtain the median

V`-9 192 knots, since a) P(w) does not depend very much on vp see Figure 15, and

b) we are mainly interested in relative mrmibers to copare different systems, and

the relative results aae not very much affected by such simplifying assumptions.

We a.e also ignozing aWy corrections to range due to altitude differences, because

most detection ranges exceed greatly the povsible altitude differences; i.e., for

a fixed limit to detection, the volune containing detected intruders would be a part

of a sphere with the protected aircrafb at the center, and the GA intruders con,.

tained in the slice from 1000 to 10,000 feet altitude, and we are replacin.ýs the

curved boundary of the sphere by the straight bouidary of a cylinder.

Then

-M . (N/n)not 0 - 2 nvxrt, S dwP(w), (C-4)

0

, where to 800 seconds, and no - 0.0270 per (n.mi.) 2 for future operations,

2*
no 0.J)636 per ('.mi.) for currant operations, a being the total equivalent

area density of intruder3 for all cpeEids, same as in Reference I. By "equivalent

* '... are& denoity", we mean the follow.Lgs the actual aircraft are distributed at random

over the whole ooluae of teninP4 airepoee if we pick an area in the horizontal

-plane oD one (nami.) 2 and. calculate thenuunber of aircraft in a cylinder above and

below this areas then this xuaber is
"•I.

For .nturders wi-hin an altitude 1a7er of t800 feetl when there is no altitude
d"isorminzaticný we assune that the are& donsity is increased IW the ratio of
l.yer tb•o•oasses (10,000-1000)1100/ .

103
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Appendix D,, W= ring Times

"We are interested in two quantities: a) the average uw•r'ing time

b) tie probability that the wa=xin time may be less tWaM 15 seceondst, wieh

in Weeorqe 1 ras aamsed to be the minim vaTaming time required.

In Appendix A we defCined pj to be the probabli'Qr of failure to detect

the intruder in the A xmne intelv~aa, Bee Eq# (Aw.4), 0 ( R) is the ouuuleative

probability of failure to detecQt as tw* intxuder approaches from some great

range Ro to the range R•. j Men the probsbili i of deveotirg the intzruer first

in the narange intorval Is equal to

ii• PVC%) a (1-Pn)Po(0],rI

ai (1P)z--'n. ..P-o01)

F ' n=,

and

n-ioin ~P(n)/(Pn) ~ : In P1 (D-2)
m 0

Acain we approximate the sum by an integalt consequently,

k-�Then for a partioular value of signal strength in the distri'bution shown in Figure 1

the expected valuo of tne wa•ning tiae when the two aircraft are on a collision

course is given byT

•!. T, (R /v (t )PVp(R)/ ?p,(%) (D-4)

n

.here for a collision course the range rate is given tV vr (the relative velooity),
and the ums extend over all ranges, WOe again approximate the sums V integrals,

S!' 104



R 1
T di PF(R)j 0 ~dR P?(R). 0-.5)

0 -. 0

The average warning time is obtained t averain& over the sigial strength

distribution,

For the numerical calculations presented in Table I we let v : 192 knotst
r

the median relative velocity of Table II in Reference Io

Note that Eq. (D.5) could be written as

where R would be the ratio of the two integrals, and physically • would be the
S~F

Sexpected range of first detection for a particular signal strength.

Let us now consider the probability thAt the iAuanng time maq be less than

'T 2 15 seconds. ThiEi may happen because for aVy signal level there is a non.

vanishimg probability that the range of first detection will be less than VTm

¾ Consequentlyo we have to considers a) the probability density function for range

of first dustection for a fixed signal streng.th; b) the siozal strength distri-.

butionj o) the relative velociV distribution.

Let us study the probability density function for the range of first detection

at a fixed sigmal strenGth. If one examines Sq. (D-.3) and the manner in *ich

the Q function depends on P and Sd/ (see Eqs. (A-l) and (A-2)), it becomes obvious

that for tha same type of radiation (microwaves or millimeter waves) one will

obtain the same P if the oo.binations of paaameters

P
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hawv the same value, e.og., one can increase Nnd decrease lp so as to

keep r Oonstantv and obtain a constant P,* For axamplet for millimeter waves

r) 106 feet ma~y be regarded ass a) R/ A4 13.1 db for RiP6080 feet, C3 2.5 dbi'

T-35db, S0 /N:z 21.4 d~bj b) 8/Nf 4-43 db for Rp 6080 feett CO+ 5db,

Q :10 db, S0/I Z 30.2 db; o) s,/] - 3.9 db for Rp X 14, 740 feet, 0" x 2.5 db,

c-: 5db, 8 /I Z 21.0 '-Ib and d) 80/N 1 12.6 db for 5 a 14,740 feet, 0j z 5db,
0+

• : 10 db, 80 /N - 29.7 db. Figure 16 shows the probability P,(R) of detecting
at range R first fox, 'f" pical case of feet and g R K 324 feet (which

corrroesondS to Vr 192 knots and. 5 1/2 seuond). Note that 95% of the fist

detections occur within less than ±io% of the mean range R). Consequentlyt we

simplified our calculations by assumilig that for a fized aignal strength all firit

detootions occur at the mean range 1P.

We now have Uo consider the effects of the signal strength distribution and

the relative velocity distributioa on the warning time Tw. For a particulari'

(corresponding to some parti~ular sigial strenth) we can find the relative

velocity V which will 9ive Just 15 deoonds w.u=ing, and then obtain from Figure 10

the cumulative probability -I. (V) that the relative vwlocity will exceed this•i- r
V a 1,/.* If we integmte 1- (V) over the signal strength, we obtain the

desired probability 1 that the w ±mirng time will be less then Tm r 15 seconds,

00Jdu p(u) 1- ý (V) (D 10~)

Of course, for some signal strengthsa & will be so large IaAt the required velo-

Uity V will nov o*our, tie., 1- ;v (Y 0.
&r

!106
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Eq. (DI-10) was evaluated by the u2e of nMierioal methods. One as to go

through the intexmediate calculation of 1? frM Bqs. (D-7) and (D-5) to find the
relative velocity v a r/T for each particular u in the integrand of Eq. (D-10).

Figure 10 was computed numerically fro the data for AC and GA aircraft
speeds in a typical texminal aream5  taking into account the random distribution

of relative headings. Let V1 be the speed of the AC, v2 the speed of the GA aiz-
craft. Let the relative heading be e1 then the relative velocitr is given by

2.. 2 T2.V . + + 92wv os (D-11)7r 1 2 1v2'o

SV
see Eq. (A•2) and Figure 2 in Reference 1.

Let Pi(V±i)dvi j ± 1 or 2p be the probability that V, will have a value

beteenTi advi dv -The proba1bili I~ that 6will have a value between &amd
'94 d9 e+ lisde/21r. Then

l... (V) JJ S(2)v.&~9/i (D42)

where the integration is perfonued over those values of v1 9 v2 , and 6 which yield

7 V> V. If we substitute V for v. in Eq. (D-11), we can solve for the limitin,
awgle 6 at thich v V for a epeoLia o y amnd v2,

Lr

coo 6 (V2.4V2,V)/2v v2

Of oour•etfor sme v, and v we obtain v > V for all wles e, in Ahich mase we( 12
should let I D r, We can then pereoa the integration over in Eq. (D-12))

Which yielda
.. ,~dv d'v~v 2 19. . L/• (p e /' (,Wl)p2(,)(.)

vvV

2he rest of the intOagrtioub in I, (4614) were performed mericaily.

107
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